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ABSTRACT 

Many chemical compositions produce layered solids consisting of extended sheets with thickness not 

greater than a few nanometers. The layers are weakly bonded together in a crystal and can be modified 

into various nanoarchitectures including porous hierarchical structures. Several classes of 2-dimensional 

(2D) materials have been extensively studied and developed because of potential usefulness as catalysts 

and sorbents. They are discussed in this review with focus on clays, layered transition metals oxides, 

silicates, layered double hydroxides, metal(IV) phosphates and phosphonates, especially zirconium, and 

zeolites. Pillaring and delamination are the primary methods for structural modification and pore 

tailoring. The reported approaches are described and compared for the different classes of materials. 

The methods of characterization include identification by X-ray diffraction and microscopy, pore size 

analysis and activity assessment by IR spectroscopy and catalytic testing. The discovery of layered 

zeolites was a fundamental breakthrough that created unprecedented opportunities because of (i) 

inherent strong acid sites that make them very active catalytically, (ii) porosity through the layers and 

(iii) bridging of 2D and 3D structures. Approximately 16 different types of layered zeolite structures and 

modifications have been identified as distinct forms. It is also expected that many among the over 200 

recognized zeolite frameworks can produce layered precursors. Additional advances enabled by 2D 

zeolites include synthesis of layered materials by design, hierarchical structures obtained by direct 

synthesis and top-down preparation of layered materials from 3D frameworks.    

 

1. Introduction 

Layered objects, defined as having one of the three principal dimensions significantly smaller than the 

other two, are ubiquitous at various length scales from macroscopic to nano-size level. Molecular 

layered materials, also called 2-dimensional (2D), consist of extended sheets with thickness of up to few 

nanometers corresponding to roughly one or a fraction of crystallographic unit cell. The atoms within 

the layers are connected by strong, mostly covalent, bonds while the interlayer interactions are much 

weaker and usually breakable.1, 2 Layered solids are hierarchical by definition as materials “organized 

(hierarchically) by the combination of smaller (physically distinct, discontinuous) entities”3 (in 

parenthesis are additions by the present authors) thus fitting the general definition of structural 

hierarchality.  The non-covalent weaker forces that keep the layers together, often in some state of 

organization up to being periodic in 3 dimensions (3D), can in most cases be broken allowing various 

modifications with preservation of the original internal structure of these layers. The increasing of 

interlayer space and creation of additional level of hierarchy are the most common goals of the layer 

materials modification.4-6 The intercalation between layers of molecules or ions, which are referred to as 
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guests, is the principal characteristics of 2D materials and is often a prerequisite step in transformation 

into other structural and chemical forms. From that perspective layered materials are recognized as host 

lattices with structural dimensionality equal to 2.5 There are of course materials with dimensionality of 3 

– e.g. zeolites, 1 – chains and 0 – individual molecules.5 It has been suggested that single 2-dimensional 

layers can be also viewed as (macro)molecules because of contiguous covalent character. Except for the 

3D fully connected  frameworks,7, 8 all of the other types of host lattices can be modified by intercalation 

but none have been studied and developed as extensively as the 2D layered ones. This may be simply 

because in practice they are more manageable and tractable, e.g. by structure characterization 

techniques, than the 1D and 0D have been so far. At the same time, the rigidity of the layers and their 

topotactic interactions and reactivity offer unique opportunities for organization and control allowing 

generation of novel materials with desirable characteristics, such as adjustable porosity. 

The hierarchic nature exhibited by the layered/2D solids is distinct from the other types/materials9, 10 

because it is intrinsic at the molecular level. Consequently it does not need to be created, e.g. by 

degradation or fabrication, but rather it is instantly available for further manipulation and optimization 

by design according to the statement that  “a central aspect of chemical engineer is to design or 

optimize certain property”.3 What is important to realize is that at the nanoscale the manipulation is 

most often achieved by chemical means or at least the chemical environment plays a decisive role if for 

example a mechanical process is applied. Layered structure formation is intrinsic to many chemical 

compositions and is generated spontaneously as the result of their preparation. These materials provide 

many practical benefits that have already been exploited in diverse applications including electronics, 

optics, fabrication of nanocomposites, catalysis, etc. The entire area of 2D materials together with their 

intercalation and modification processes can be viewed as pertinent to hierarchical structures. However, 

what is of particular interest from the hierarchy perspective is not so much what the 2D materials offer 

in their original form but the novel materials and hierarchy that can be created from them upon 

modifications: structural, topotactic and compositional. In accordance with the theme of this issue - 

recent progress in hierarchically-structured porous materials – this review will focus on porosity 

generated by modification of layered materials. In that sense it will not be limited to the commonly 

recognized two level hierarchical porosity exemplified by combinations of micro- and meso-porous 

structures, but will consider such combination of structure and pore hierarchy as one of the particularly 

desirable outcomes.11 
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2. Overview of primary layered materials 

Table 1 Major classes of layered materials1, 5, 6, 12 

Main classes Subgroups 

Insulator layered materials -mainly oxides 
Aluminosilicate based ('sheet silicates') 1:1 Neutral clays (kaolinite) 

 2:1 Anionic clays13 

 Crystalline silicates, acids14 

 Layered zeolites15, 16 

Metal(IV) phosphates and phosphonates13 α-M(IV) phosphates (and arsenates)  

    M(HXO4)H2O; M=Ti,Zr,Ge,Sn,Pb, X=P,As 
 γ-M(IV) phosphate  

    M(PO4)(H2PO4)2H2O, M=Ti,Zr 
 α-M(IV) phosphites and phosphonates (arsenates) 

    M(RXO3), R=H,alkyl,aryl, X=P,As 
 Vanadyl phosphates 
 Tin(IV) H-chloro-phosphate  

    HSn(OH)ClPO42H2O 
 α-Zirconium aminophosphate 

    Zr(NH3C2H4PO3)22Cl2H2O 
,M(V) hydrogen phosphates HM(V)(PO4)2 M(V) = Nb, Ta, As, Sb 
Layered transition metal oxides AxMyOz

17 MO6 octahedra sharing edges/corners  
Layered double hydroxides, hydrotalcites17 [M2+

(1-x)M
3+

x(OH)2]X
n-

(x/n)(H2O)y 
Lanthanide (Ln) hydroxides18  [Ln(OH)2.5]Cl0.5mH2O 
  

Redox - larger variety of compositions than insulators; can undergo topotactic redox reactions 
Graphite, hexagonal-BN - 
Redox layered oxides AMO2 (A=Li,Na; M =Ti,V,Cr,Mn,Fe,Co,Ni,Nb,Mo,Ru) 
 MoO3; MO3 
 Binary Ti, Nb and Mn oxides; V2O5 
 Perovskites and niobates 

 Ternary oxovanadates 

Oxyhalides MOCl; MOxXy 
Oxycuprate superconductors YBa2Cu3O7; quasi-layered Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox 
Redox chalcogenides MX2, MPS3 

 Misfit layer chalcogenides MM'X3 and MM'2X5 

Layered halides  MX2, Nb3Cl8, MXn n=3-6 

 

The formation of layered materials is spontaneous with certain compositions, which presents a natural 

and the most common way of classification. It is based on the primary forms that are available in nature, 

like clays and silicates, or obtained by direct synthesis. These primary forms are sometimes called 

layered precursors, especially for zeolites, to differentiate from derivative materials produced by post-

synthetic modification. The primary composition classes can include a single compound or be quite 

broad including those with no practical limits to compositional variations. Further grouping of 
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compositional classes can carried out according to different criteria, e.g. layer charge – neutral, positive 

or negative.1, 17 Table 1 presents the major classes of layered materials based on the division into 

insulators and redox materials as applied by Schöllhorn.5 There is another type of division based on the 

thickness of constituent layers, which distinguishes 3 classes.19 Class I comprises materials with one 

atom thick mono-layers (graphite, boron nitride - BN), class II – a few atoms, class III – many atom thick 

layers. This concept is relevant here because layer thickness can be related to its rigidity and generation 

of controlled porosity, which is the primary concern of this review, requires rigid layers. The rigid class III 

layered materials are found primarily in the insulator group. There are apparent exceptions on both 

sides – the insulator layered double hydroxides and redox AMO2 are comprised of relatively thin layers. 

Both appear to be quite rigid and capable of forming well defined layered derivatives. The classification 

in Table 1 includes recent additions, namely 2D zeolites and lanthanide metal hydroxide. As for the 

major layered classes in Table 1, the listing is quite universal and similar compilations can be found in 

other sources dedicated to this topic.1, 4, 6 

The study, development and reporting of different classes of layered materials has been progressing 

mainly along the compositional lines with not very much crossover/overlap. This is justified because of 

differences in their chemical reactions and what they might offer in terms of functionality. Nonetheless, 

there are studies on preparation of mixed systems composed of different types of layers, e.g. negative 

oxides and positive layered double hydroxides.20 This can be accomplished by combination of 

appropriate colloidal suspensions.  At one level, neglecting chemistry and looking at 2D materials as 

collection of separable rigid layers, one might expect that all classes should be able to produce similar 

structures and types of materials. How to get there would be dictated by the particulars of their 

compositions and chemistry, which is determined by the chemical nature of the surface. Aside from the 

possible stability issues, one can imagine that other factors, such as the mentioned flexibility-rigidity 

differences, can make such across-the-board similarity of all layered solids impossible. On the other 

hand, it may be very useful to consider why certain analogues among various classes should or possibly 

cannot exist. This might lead to better understanding and new findings, which might not be 

contemplated when considering only a particular group. The comparison of various silica forms: clays, 

silicates and zeolites can provide an excellent case for such study. At this point there are many 

differences between them in terms of interlayer chemistry, which are most likely determined by 

particular features or functionality on the layers. 

3. Layered zeolites and unification of 2D and 3D framework structures  

Each of the compositional layered classes is of great interest on their own and often offers special 

practical benefits. The recent discovery and expansion of 2D layered zeolites appears as a particularly 

significant development.21-23 It expands the concept of layered materials by adding a new level from 

combining 2D and 3D materials. The following points justify this as new ground breaking development: 

1. Zeolites were perceived as model 3D structures, inconceivable as 2D solids. As a whole class 

they now comprise both 3D and 2D materials, which is quite unique. 
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2. Zeolites and layered materials such as clays have been often competitors in catalysis, ion 

exchange and adsorption application and each had something different to offer (e.g. structural 

rigidity vs. flexibility; different activity; cost), thus complementing each other. 

3. Zeolite layers contain intrinsic strong acid centers. The generally lower activity of the other 

types of layered materials made them less competitive in catalysis. 

4. Zeolite layers can contain cavities and internal pores, including through/across the layers, which 

may offer additional benefits in sorption and catalysis. Porous layers can be also adapted for 

membrane application. The stability and rigidity of zeolite layers is also a great advantage. 

5. There are additional types of structural transformation with layered zeolites (Figure 1) like the 

congruent joining of the layers affording 3D ordered, fixed structures. This is exemplified by the 

interlayer expanded zeolites (IEZ) and the normal 3D frameworks themselves. There are no 

equivalent materials yet with the other 2D classes. 

Taking into account different types of structures and inorganic/organic composites reported for 2D 

zeolites and including the 3D framework there are already about 15 distinct layered forms that can be 

formally distinguished.24 For each of these forms there are as-synthesized (uncalcined) and calcined 

pairs, which further increases the overall number of material types to be considered. Not all of them are 

structurally unique, especially among the calcined products, and some may appear trivial like the 

calcined swollen precursor. The 3D zeolite forms are evidently unique and historically viewed as 

separate opposites of layered solids.5, 6 They are considered in this classification for completeness as 

derivatives, at least conceptual, of the corresponding layered structures. 3D frameworks can be viewed 

as a special, end form of layered structures, i.e. layers fused congruently and completely. This definition 

does not seem to have a particular practical significance but can be recognized formally as logical 

extension of the 2D concept. In fact, it may stimulate taking another look at various conventional 

layered materials from the standpoint of possible fusion into ordered 3D framework. Layered silicate 

ilerite is the case in point. It has been extensively studied and modified as model layered silicate25 but 

was recently discovered to produce 3D zeolite framework, denoted RWR.26  It is therefore a layered 

zeolite precursor. In fact it is the first one synthesized27 although not recognized as such until the area 

became more developed with other zeolites and precursors. 

There are over 200 unique zeolite structures officially recognized by the IZA Structure Commission with 

assigned 3 letter code. So far about 15 have been found to have layered representative.  Many more 

possibly all zeolites are anticipated to produce 2D precursors or other layered species.15 This may not be 

provable one way or another but any framework can be envisioned as composed of layered 

components. Many of the different derivative layered zeolite forms, e.g. swollen, pillared, delaminated 

and others, were modeled on the previously known examples from the other compositions like clays. 

Some of the structure types obtained for zeolites have no recognized counterparts among the known 

2D layered materials and may be even impossible or unimaginable, like the 3D framework themselves. 

On the other hand, as proposed above, this may be the basis for consideration if and how some of the 

layered structures obtained with zeolites can be replicated with other 2D composition classes.  

Like for most classes of layered materials there are also extensive recent reviews of the 2D zeolite area. 

The existing formal system for recognition and compilation of zeolite frameworks administered by the 
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IZA prompted the idea for its extension to include the various layered forms as well. It was proposed as 

an expanded concept of zeolite structures represented by a 2-dimensional table/graph.24, 28 In one 

direction there is the listing of frameworks as the primary structures and the various 2D forms, defined 

as secondary structures are listed in the perpendicular direction. This can be displayed, identifying 

species already known for a given type/framework, in different graphical forms for example as a table24 

or as shown in Figure 1. The proposed classification and notation are preliminary and subject to 

verification, validation and approval as the area continues to advance and develop. Some categories can 

be considered as trivial, especially the apparently collapsed structures. Similar materials were probably 

already encountered with the other layered materials but not considered as separate category or being 

meaningful. This is exemplified by the de-templated layered zeolite precursors. There are good reasons 

for their recognition as separate class: their powder X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD) distinct from the 

precursor with intercalated organic between layers, different reactivity towards swelling with other 

organics and production of so-called sub-zeolites upon calcination. Swelling of the precursors with the 

original template between the layers may be difficult or impossible, e.g. as shown by NSI.29 After 

detemplation by acid treatment and conversion into protonic (detemplated) form, the precursor shows 

facile swelling with amines and other bases. Detemplated precursor often collapse upon calcinations 

into poorly ordered products with the repeat d-spacing lower than the condensed zeolite structure. For 

that reason they were dubbed Sub-zeolite structures. Special attention is justified to the interlayer 

expanded zeolites (IEZ)30 that had no recognized counterparts among layered solids.  They are described 

in detail in section 5 discussing special contribution to the 2D solid area from zeolites.  
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Figure 1 Zeolite frameworks approved by the IZA Structure Commission in alphabetical order and their known layered forms with proposed 
nomenclature and references to the first reported and notable examples; status at the end of 2014 with 229 structures. Yellow boxes designate 
materials obtained by direct synthesis. Positions of the following frameworks pairs were switched for clarity: OKO↔PAU, UTL↔ PSI, 

Symbol, structure Layered form type, description FER CDO AST MFI NSI CAS RRO HEU RWR AFO MTF OKO PCR UTL MWW SOD 

ZEO-Coll  Colloidal suspension - - - 31 - - - - - - - - - - 31 - 

ZEO-Opi  Organic pillared - - - - - - - - 32 - - - 33 - 34 - 
s-Pi-ZEO Self-pillared - - - 35 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
ZEO-Pi                  Pillared zeolite 36 - - 37 29, 38 - - - 39 - - - 40 - 41 - 
ZEO-Del Delaminated swollen precursor 36 - - - 42 - - - 43 - - - - - 44 - 
ZEO-Sw   Swollen precursor 36 45 - - 29, 38 - - - 46, 47 - - - 48 - 41 - 
d-ZEO-IEZ  Stabilized disordered precursor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49 - 
ZEO-IEZ Stabilized ordered precursor (IEZ) 30 30 - - 50 - 51 - - - - - 52 - 53 54 
Pre-ZEO-det De-templated precursor; sub-zeolite 45 55 - - 29, 38, 

56 
- - - 46 - - - 48 - 57 58 

uSurf-ZEO Unilamellar precursor with surfactant  - - - 59 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
mSurf-ZEO Multilamellar precursor with surfactant  - - - 60 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Del-ZEO Monolayer; delaminated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 61, 62 - 
dPre-ZEO Disordered multilayer precursor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 63 - 
Pre-ZEOd Ordered multilayered prec.→incomplete 3D 64 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Pre-ZEO  Ordered multilayered prec.→complete 3D  65 66, 67 68 - 69-71 72 73 - 

25, 27, 

74-76 
77 78 - 52 - 79-81 82, 83 

ZEO 3D Framework 84 66, 67 85 86 69, 70 87 73 88 26 89 90, 91 52, 92 52 82, 93 94, 95 96 
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RRO↔GOO, NSI↔CAN, CDO↔FRA, SOD↔*-SSO. Order of frameworks in the table/legend based on drawing from left to right Two drawings 
for a structure (in table) represent as-synthesized and calcined forms. The arrows ‘→’in the description of Pre-ZEO and Pre-ZEOd refer to 
formation of a complete and incomplete (with uncondensed silanols) 3D structures upon calcination.   
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4. Overview of transformations of layered materials with layer structure preservation 

The outstanding and particularly valuable characteristic of the layered materials is the possibility of their 

modification, structural and chemical, with preservation of the layer integrity. There are two basic 

chemical processes: host-guest reactions, i.e. intercalation or formation of inclusion compounds, and 

surface modification (topotactic). The latter typically requires presence of some distinct sites that can be 

chemically functionalized, e.g. surface hydroxyl groups. Intercalation is more universal and has been 

studied extensively for all classes with various compounds, mainly organic. This subject has been 

thoroughly reviewed and updated on a regular basis with regard to preparation, characterization and 

applications. Intercalation is the primary process for layer separation with the eventual goal of 

generating hierarchical layered materials with porous structure, but it is usually reversible. To achieve 

permanent structural modification the layer separation by intercalation must be accompanied or 

followed by additional action or events. Pillaring of clays by ion exchange of Al13-oxo-Keggin ions 

([AlO4Al12(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+ exemplifies pillaring through intercalation but in practice requires activation 

and fixing at high temperature.   

Table 2 Basic information about synthesis and structure of the layered materials discussed in this 

review. 

2D class Formula, composition Availability, 
typical synthesis 

Layer 
thickness, nm 

Charge or H/OH 
density per nm

2 

Clays
13

 
1:1 Kaolin 
2:1 Smectite 
      Vermiculite 
      Mica 
      Brittle mica 

(Basic, no substitution
2
) 

Al4Si4O10(OH)8 
Al4Si8O20(OH)4 

Natural, hydrothermal 
 

 
0.74 
0.96 
 
 

 
0    
0.9-2.6    
2.6-3.9    
~4.3      
~8.7      

Zr phosphates
13

 α-Zr(HPO4)2·H2O 
γ-Zr(PO4)(H2PO4)2·2H2O 

Reflux Zr salts with phosphates 0.76 
1.16-1.22  

4.2  

Oxide 
nanosheets

17
 

 

MxTi1-y O2 
MO2 (Mn, Ru) 
KCa2Nb3O10 
Cs4W11O36 

Solid state, 800-1300°C 
(polycrystalline product) 

0.75
97

 
0.45  
1.45  
2.2  

6.25
20

  
 
6.7  

Layered double 
hydroxides

17
  

 

    
    

           
  

      

 

1. Coprecipitation 
    (gel, low crystalline) 
2. ‘Homogeneous’ coprecipitation  
    (+ urea or (CH2)6N4)  

0.48
17

 4.1 for Mg2Al
98

 
3.2 for Mg3Al 

Rare earth
18

 
 

Ln8(OH)20A
q-

4/q·nH2O 1. Homogeneous precipitation  
     + (CH2)6N4, reflux 
2. Ln salts + NaOH, R3N,  
    hydrothermal 

0.93
17

 
 

4.1-4.4
98

 

Silicates
14

 
   Kanemite    
   Ilerite, RUB-18 
   Magadiite 

 
NaHSi2O5·3H2O 
Na2Si8O17·9H2O 
Na2Si14O29·11H2O 

Hydrothermal, natural (Basal spacing) 
1.0  
1.1 
1.5 

 
5.6

99
 

3.7
100

 
 

Zeolite precursors 
   MWW 
   FER 
   PCR/OKO 
  10 others 

 Hydrothermal with organic SDA (Layer thick.) 
2.5 
0.9 
0.9 

101
 

1.12 
1.85 
2.30 
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The generation of porous materials from layered precursors has been focused predominantly on the 

oxide-based compositions, mainly from the insulator group and the redox AMO2 oxides. They seem to 

provide suitable layer rigidity, which enables layer manipulation and generation of well-defined porous 

structures resulting in more or less structurally robust tractable products. The additional attributes of 

these types of layers that are required for application in sorption and catalysis include chemical and 

thermal stability, although in general these properties show a broad range of variability. 

The principal transformations of layered precursors are illustrated based on 2D zeolites in Figure 2. 

Zeolites were chosen because they provide the broadest platform and diversity of structural 

modifications. The other classes considered in this review produce many but not all of the forms, both 

among the as-synthesized and modified materials. In some cases, such as swelling and exfoliation, the 

transformation of layered zeolite precursors seems to be particularly difficult and demanding. The 

reasons for that are not fully elucidated and maybe inherent. Alternatively it may be the novelty of 

layered zeolites that is the reason and with time wider range and milder conditions may be found. 

 

Figure 2 Principal modifications and structural transformation of layered materials exemplified by 2D 

zeolites. The representatives for selected layered form are specified with the 3 letter framework code. 

Among the various types of materials shown in Figure 2 the prominent representatives of hierarchical 

porous materials can be readily identified as the pillared and delaminated species. They are the most 

common final goal of modification of the layered materials discussed here. Their preparation often 

entails intermediate steps like swelling and ‘liquid exfoliation’. This makes the corresponding swollen 

and exfoliated forms also very important. Before focusing on these modifications we would like to 
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return to zeolites to consider their special contribution of various layered precursor forms that are 

unmatched by the other layered classes. 

5. Special contributions from zeolites to the layered materials  

Layered zeolites precursors were discovered when many of the other classes of 2D solids were well 

known and developed. The 2D solid area was quite mature and often served as the template for 

expanding the layered zeolites. The discovery of 2D zeolites was an unexpected fundamental 

breakthrough although the underlying layered nature of zeolite structures and their possible formation 

via layered intermediates were contemplated prior to its ‘reduction to practice’.102 One of the main 

efforts after the discovery of layered zeolite precursor was to replicate the known chemistry of the 

conventional 2D solids such as intercalation, swelling, pillaring and delamination. This has proven to be 

successful. On the other hand, zeolites revealed new phenomena and possibilities that were novel or 

unnoticed with the previously established 2D materials.   

5.1 New layered zeolites by design of novel structure-directing-agents 

The discoveries of layered forms of zeolites were in most cases accidental when trying to synthesize new 

3D frameworks. The standard approach relies on using organic structure directing agents (SDA) as 

templates. Many of the preparations involved conventional organic SDA molecules like derivatives of 

cyclic amines, quaternary ammonium cations and others. In some cases one SDA molecule can lead to 

both 3D and 2D form of the same zeolite, like in the case of MWW, and it depends only on the chemical 

composition of the initial gel or/and synthesis conditions. This illustrates the unpredictability of the 

formation of layered zeolites in the case of common SDA molecules, which may simultaneously direct 

three-dimensional frameworks.  

This situation inspired ideas of designing SDA molecules capable of directing exclusively layered zeolitic 

materials. The pioneering work was done by Ryoo and co-workers60 who developed a strategy for 

designing bi-functional SDA molecules acting as micropore- and mesopore-porogenic agents. The 

suitable SDA molecules consist of two parts. First, the hydrophilic part presented by quaternary 

ammonium groups directs micropore formation similarly as conventional organic SDAs. It promotes the 

interaction with charged silica species in a gel and consequently formation of a crystalline zeolitic 

framework. The second part, hydrophobic one, prevents the uniform crystal growth by blocking 

propagation in the 3rd dimension.  
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Table 3 Different types of layered MFI materials prepared with designed structure directing agents 
(SDAs). The blue and orange rectangles indicate hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of the molecule, 
respectively. Structure images reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (461, 246-
249), copyright 2009, and Nature Communications (5, 4262), copyright 2014 and from Chemistry of 
Materials, 26, 7183-7188. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 

Organic structure directing agent (SDA) Zeolite product Structure 

Single-alkyl-tail, e.g. C
22-6-6

 

 
 

Multilamellar and 
unilamellar MFI59, 60  

 

Single-aromatic-tail, e.g. CPh-Ph-10-6 

 

 

Single-crystalline 
mesostructured 
zeolite nanosheets 
(SCZN-1) 103, 104 

 
 
Gemini, e.g. C18-N3-C18 

 
Single-pore-zeolite105 

 

Bolaform, BC6-6-6 

 

MFI nanosheets 
joined with a 90˚ 
rotational boundary 
(SZCN-2)103 

 
 

Triply-branched, e.g. TCPh-12-6-6 

 

Mesoporous ZSM-5 
material with 
intercrossed 
nanosheets (MZIN)106 

 

 
 

  

hydrophilic parthydrophobic part

SINGLE-ALKYL-TAIL SDA

SINGLE-AROMATIC-TAIL SDA

GEMINI SDA

BOLAFORM SDA

hydrophilic part

hydrophobic core
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The design of new organic molecules enabling formation of thin nanosheets, or micro- and mesoporous 

hierarchical materials, has been attracting increasing attention. The concept of designed SDA was 

further progressed by the inventors and later other groups continued following this direction. Some 

among the novel SDAs have produced various nanomorphic materials with hierarchical porosity, not 

only 2D solids, but here we will focus only on those directing layered zeolites as relevant to this review.  

The first designed SDAs containing one long carbon chain was referred to as a single-alkyl-tail SDA. The 

representative molecule is C22H45-N
+(CH3)2-C6H12-N

+(CH3)2-C6H13, for brevity designated  C22-6-6 (Table 

3). Its use led to the first synthesis of zeolite MFI in the form of nanosheets.60, 107 This was considered as 

a remarkable breakthrough because MFI is the second most important zeolite used in industrial catalytic 

applications.108 In principle, the ammonium head templates crystallization of MFI layers while the long 

hydrophobic carbon chain prevents growth of the lamellae in the third dimension. As a consequence, 

MFI nanosheets are well-developed along a-c plane while being very thin with thickness of about 2.5 nm 

corresponding to about one unit cell along b-axis. The layers are composed of three pentasil layers with 

two parallel zigzag channels (in a-c plane) and one direct perpendicular channel (along b-axis). The 

nanosheets are stacked in a regular arrangement denoted as multilamellar with alternating inorganic 

(MFI) and organic layers.60 The d-spacing repeat is equal to about 6 nm. Unlike in the typical layered 

zeolites, e.g. MCM-22P, PreFER and others, the removal of organic SDA from the multilamellar MFI does 

not produce complete three-dimensional framework. The high temperature combustion of organics 

(calcination) causes the collapse of nanosheets onto each other but only with partial condensation 

because of apparent layer mismatch and misalignment. This results in some void spaces between the 

nanosheets with overall BET up to ~ 500 m2/g, total pore volume 0.5 cm3/g.59 Alternatively, the as-

synthesized layered MFI can be pillared, which is discussed it the corresponding section below. The 

synthesis of MFI nanosheets by using single-alkyl-tail SDA is sensitive to chemical composition of the 

initial gel and synthetic conditions can change spatial arrangement of the lamellae even for the same 

SDA. The presence of Na+ promotes formation of multilayered crystals but under alkali free conditions, 

using the C22-6-6 hydroxide, the nanosheets are randomly assembled in an arrangement denoted as 

unilamellar.59 The aluminum content impacts the synthesis time and the preferred arrangement. With 

increasing Al content the synthesis time generally increases and the multilamellar ordering is inhibited.37 

The unilamellar MFI preserves large interlayer space volume after calcination as the disordered 

nanosheets support each other like in a house-of-cards with possible contribution from some 

intergrowth. The calcined unilamellar material has large surface area (BET up to ~700 m2/g) and 

significant external surface as well as high total pore volume (up to 1.2 cm3/g).59 The mesopore size 

distribution is usually broad (5-25 nm) due to the random arrangement of the nanosheets. 

The thickness of layers prepared with a single-alkyl-tail SDA (in both multi and unilamellar 

arrangements) can be controlled within a certain range by changing the number of ammonium groups in 

the SDA.107 The ammonium group linked directly to the long carbon chain appears not to contribute to 

zeolite formation. It is postulated that the attached hydrophobic chain repulses charged silica species in 

the gel and thus prevents their interaction with the closest ammonium group.107 The number of 

ammonium groups involved in the MFI nanosheet formation is the total number of ammonium groups 

(n) minus 1, i.e. n-1.107 Hence, the minimum number of ammonium groups required is 2 like in C22-6-6. 
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It also explains why simple surfactants like hexadecyltrimethylammonium have not been very effective 

in directing zeolite synthesis. 

The C22-6-6 SDA was also used in a dual template strategy in combination with tetrapropylammonium 

hydroxide (TPA-OH). By including TPA-OH in the synthetic gel the textural and catalytic properties of MFI 

nanosheets that are primarily templated by C22-6-6 can be tailored.109 Under certain conditions the co-

templating effect leads to a hybrid lamellar-bulk MFI (HLBM) zeolite with the bulk core and lamellar 

shell. The hierarchical nature of the hybrid material can be modulated by changing gel composition (e.g. 

C22-6-6 concentration) and synthetic conditions (synthesis time and temperature).110 

Other MFI nanosheets similar to multilamellar ones reported by Ryoo et al. were prepared using single-

aromatic-tail SDA containing naphthalene or biphenyl rings (see Table 3).103 The single-crystalline 

mesostructured zeolite nanosheets (SCZN-1), as they are referred to, have similar characteristic to 

multilamellar MFI nanosheets being 2.7 nm thick along b-axis. More interestingly, the calcination of 

SCZN-1 leads to condensation of the MFI nanosheets by forming new Si-O-Si bonds. It indicates that 

using single-aromatic-tail SDA can lead to more ordered and/or less distorted nanosheets than those 

synthesized with single-alkyl-chain SDA as full condensation has never been achieved in the latter case. 

Detailed study on the influence of SDA structural parameters, like the number of benzene rings or the 

chain length, on the formation of SCZN-1 material was published later.104 The single-aromatic-tail SDA 

contains only one ammonium group, therefore it does not follow the rule observed for single-alkyl-tail 

SDA (discussed above) where at least two ammonium groups are required for the formation of MFI 

nanosheets. One can speculate that the interacting hydrophobic aromatic-tails do not repulse the 

charged silica species to such an extent as micelles formed by alkyl tails, and thus enables MFI 

crystallization. 

Another type of MFI layers was obtained with gemini type SDAs having two alkyl hydrophobic chains 

and the hydrophilic part (ammonium groups) located in between them (Table 3). The typical gemini SDA 

is C18H37-N
+(CH3)2-C6H12-N

+(CH3)2- N
+(CH3)2-C6H12-C18H37, designated for brevity as C18-N3-C18. This SDA 

produced even thinner zeolitic nanosheets consisting of only two pentasil layers with one parallel zigzag 

channel.105 The layer thickness is approximately equal to 1.5 nm, which corresponds to about ¾ of the b 

lattice parameter in MFI unit cell). In this case the exact assignment of the framework type as a known 

zeolite topology MFI is not possible. The proposed designation is a single-pore zeolite or generally 10-

ring zeolite nanosheets. 

More changes in the stacking patterns of MFI layers and consequently new type of hierarchy were 

achieved by further modification of the SDA. One such example is the bolaform SDA which consists of 

aromatic-tail (with rigid biphenyl group) terminated on both ends by quaternary ammonium groups that 

can template MFI nanosheets (Table 3).103, 111 Biphenyl (or naphthyl) rings in the tail stabilize the lamellar 

structure via aromatic-aromatic (π-π) stacking interaction. Besides micelle formation via long alkyl 

chains this is another type of packing with a bulky hydrophobic barrier, which prevents the regular 

three-dimensional crystal growth. Theoretically, using the bolaform type of SDA with alkyl-tail in the 

middle should not be effective because it would not be able to form micelles or other packing that could 

prevent the regular crystal growth. The general formula for a bolaform SDA is BCX-Y-Z where X stands 
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for the length of the head alkyl group, Y for the chain between two ammonium groups and Z for the 

length of the middle aromatic chain. 

The group of Hongxia Xi studied the effect of the aromatic chain length (Y = 6, 10, 12) and the length of 

the head alkyl group (X = 4, 6, 8) on the hierarchical nature of the final material.111 The spacing between 

two ammonium groups was fixed by the C6H12 chain (C6), i.e. BCX-6-Z. It was found that all such 

biphenol-bolaform SDAs lead to formation of multilamellar MFI nanosheets similar those reported by 

Ryoo.60 However, by modifying the SDA structure one can control regularity of the nanosheets 

arrangement, their morphology and final textural properties. The representative material prepared with 

BC6-6-12 SDA exhibits BET surface area over 500 m2/g (with more than half of it assigned to external 

surface) and total pore volume 0.38 cm3/g.111 Based on the textural properties it is very close to the 

multilamellar MFI prepared by single-alkyl-tail SDA C22-6-6. 

The group of Shunai Che investigated the same type of bolaform SDA containing biphenol group.103 They 

fixed the length of the head group (C6H13) and the distance between two ammonium groups (C6) and 

modified only the aromatic chain length, i.e. BC6-6-n where n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Unlike the Xi´s group 

results they found that with a certain aromatic chain length of the SDA, particularly BC6-6-6 and BC6-6-

8, MFI nanosheets are joined with a 90˚ rotational boundary. With shorter or longer chain the amount of 

intergrowths decreases significantly. This new hierarchical MFI denoted as SCZN-2 (single-crystalline 

zeolite nanosheets) exhibits high BET surface area up to 660 m2/g and total pore volume about 0.5 

cm3/g with relatively narrow mesopore-size distribution centered around 2.4 nm.103 Nevertheless, the 

authors acknowledge that calcination of MFI nanosheets prepared with this kind of bolaform SDA 

usually leads to either collapse of the lamellar structure forming bulk zeolite, or produce randomly 

stacked nanosheets, which under favorable conditions can be intergrown structures. 

 

The same group of Shunai Che further developed this strategy when they designed a triply branched 

SDA (Table 3). The benzene ring is substituted at positions 1, 3, 5 with alkyl chains terminated with 

diquaternary ammonium head.106 This combines again the dual stabilization effect of diquaternary 

ammonium head groups with strong π-π interactions in the hydrophobic core, which is said to enable 

micellar organization. A clear dependence of MFI crystallization and its hierarchical nature on the chain 

length was observed.106 It was found that triply branched SDA with shorter alkyl chain, i.e. TCPh-10-6-6, 

enables crystallization of a single-crystalline mesoporous ZSM-5 (denoted as SCMZ). It contains sheet-

like mesopores along a- and c-axis with thickness about 2 nm and lengths varying in the range 5-50 nm. 

More interestingly, the increase of alkyl chain length by only two carbons, i.e. to TCPh-12-6-6, affects 

the crystal arrangement in such a way that MFI is preferentially formed as 2-4 nm thin nanosheets that 

are 90˚ intercrossed. This mesoporous ZMS-5 material with is abbreviated as MZIN. Its mesoporosity is 

preserved after calcination due to the nanosheets interconnection. This material exhibits a surface area 

of ~550 m2/g and mesopore volume 0.37 cm3/g.106 The authors tried to explain the described 

phenomena of SCMZ or MZIN formation based on the size of micelles postulated to form in the first 

stages of crystallization. The shorter alkyl chain affords smaller micellar size, which enables crystal 

growth also along the b-axis and thus connects the crystalline domains. On the other hand, the larger 

micelle diameters favor formation of thin intercrossed nanosheets.106 
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The above materials derived from the MFI framework are very important because the corresponding 3D 

parent is the second most useful and valuable zeolite, widely used in many catalytic processes. The 

layered forms have been reported to show advantages in applications such as methanol-to-gasoline and 

catalytic conversions of bulky molecules.60 Their use in practice will depend on overcoming some the 

barriers that are discussed at the end of this review.  

5.2 Hierarchical layered structures by direct synthesis 

Layered materials are highly valued from the perspective of hierarchical structures because of the 

possibility of post-synthesis design and modification. On the other hand, for convenience and larger 

scale use it is desirable to minimize the number of modifications steps and direct synthesis is ultimately 

the preferable option. One such case was already mentioned above – the unilamellar MFI composed of 

single layers in random packing with possible intergrowth.59 A completely different example is provided 

by the material called self-pillared-pentasil (SPP) containing zeolite MFI and MEL nanosheets.35 

Surprisingly it is obtained with relatively simple SDA, tetrabutylphosphonium cation (TBP), which 

induces formation of zeolite nanosheet intergrowths. TBP appears to contribute to anisotropic growth 

leading to single-unit cell nanosheets. The SPP is described as MFI nanosheets of one-unit cell thickness 

(along b-axis, 2 nm) that are intergrown with their 90˚ twins or as nanosheets that are rotational 

intergrowths having a common c-axis. The MFI nanosheets may be connected through threads of MEL 

zeolite. This is a remarkable new and low-cost method for the synthesis of hierarchical micro-/meso-

porous zeolites. It appears to be limited to zeolite frameworks capable of anisotropic growing as thin 

layers or to zeolites supporting branching at certain acute angles. 

The formation of intersecting zeolites layers was also achieved with faujasite but the layers are multi-

unit cell thick. These layer-like zeolites are described in detail in Section 12.  

The methods described above have been successful in producing mono-layers only with one framework, 

MFI. The design relies on having pores perpendicular to layers, which limits the number of suitable 

frameworks. The microporogenic centers in all reported cases are tetraalkylammonium cations. The 

presence of other amine-based head groups (related to pyridine, pyrrolidine etc.) may extend the 

application of the designed SDA to other frameworks. The introduction of bulkier components (like 

phenyl rings) into SDA structure already led to new kinds of mesoporous materials with beta or MTW 

topology,112, 113 however, they are generally described as nanosponges.  
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5.3 Top-down preparation of novel layered precursors from zeolites 

 

Figure 3 The general scheme of the ADOR method involving top-down synthesis of the layered IPC-1P 

material from the UTL zeolite. The precursor IPC-1P can be transformed into new zeolites with 

controllable pore size (the A-D-O-R pathway) or expanded by swelling and pillaring leading to materials 

with increased pore sizes and void volumes. 

The basic primary layered materials, both natural and synthetic, are obtained by direct synthesis, 

(assembly) from mixtures of ingredients. This is a bottom-up approach starting from a gel that is 

converted into more complex crystalline solids, usually under solvothermal conditions. Formally it can 

be defined as going from 0-dimensionality to 2D. The top-down pathway, from 3D to 2D has been rarely 

considered, not only because the opposite direction from 2D to 3D appears like a more rational goal and 

is often the actual objective. First, there is the problem with feasibility of going from full 3D connectivity 

down, especially if wanting to do so in a controlled way. Second, practical merits of such degradation 

may be questioned. While both of these issues are valid a top-down approach has been demonstrated 

and showed attractive features. Specifically, it produced layers with previously unknown internal 

structures and revealed new phenomena and interlayer chemistry, such as layer ordering upon 

intercalation of organics.101 The top-down approach is based on structural degradation of a three-

dimensional system into two-dimensional lamellas by post-synthesis treatments. It is not completely 

new as prior examples of ‘selective extraction processes’ applied to other types of materials have been 

known. For instance, thermal extraction of Si atoms from SiC single crystals produces epitaxial growth of 

graphene.114 In another case, the synthesis of 2D transition metal oxides was enabled by selective 
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leaching out of alkali cations from their three-dimensional salts.115 Similarly 2D early transition metal 

carbides and carbonitrides called MXenes can be prepared by the selective etching of elements like Ti, 

Nb, Mo, V, etc. from carbides and nitrides.116, 117 

These examples give a clue, which materials are suitable for the application of the 3D to 2D method. 

Their common feature is the presence of some elements, or more specifically bonds, which are under 

certain conditions more sensitive or susceptible to leaching out of the framework than the others might 

be. The perspective by Morris and Čejka discussed materials containing some built-in weak sites.118 They 

focused on materials with regioselective weakness, i.e. those with weak bonds specifically located in the 

framework. Using selected as examples MOF and zeolite structures it was pointed out how this 

regioselective weakness can be turned into advantage. Weak bonds can be selectively broken or remade 

to influence the properties of a solid. This is the guiding principle of the top-down method developed for 

the preparation of 2D layered zeolites from 3D frameworks. These new 2D materials can be transformed 

by the conventional approaches into expanded hierarchical structures.40 They also revealed a new 

potential for re-assembly into new frameworks and hierarchical materials by the process designated 

ADOR.52, 119 

So far the number of layered zeolite materials represents less than 10% of all frameworks and all of 

them, except the case now being discussed, have been obtained by the bottom-up approach. The top-

down method was first recognized with germanosilicate UTL.48 The class of germanosilicate zeolites has 

experienced a great expansion from the beginning of 2000s.120 Germanium was found  to favor 

formation of small rings, like double-four-rings (D4R), single-three-ring (S3R) or double-three-rings 

(D3R).121 The inclusion of germanium in synthetic gels, sometimes in combination with fluoride anions as 

a mineralizing agent, enabled the discovery of more than 20 new frameworks. Many of them are 

characterized by large or extra-large pore channel systems and low-density frameworks. This attracts a 

lot of attention due to their potential catalytic application including reactions of bulky molecules. The 

major drawback of germanosilicates is their overall decreasing hydrothermal stability with increasing 

germanium content. The germanium oxide bonds are susceptible to hydrolysis even by air moisture. 

However, this was recently recognized as a possible advantage enabling transformation of 3D 

frameworks into 2D materials with new layer structures and representing a top-down method of 

preparation.  

Germanium in zeolite UTL is located almost exclusively in D4R units which act as pillars separating rigid 

nonporous layers. By hydrolysis under mild acid conditions (0.01-1M HCl at 85-100˚C), these D4Rs units 

can be removed yielding stacks of silica layers bonded only via hydrogen bonds.40, 48, 52, 122 This top-down 

process afforded novel layered zeolite called IPC-1P by the regioselective hydrolysis. This new layered 

material turned out to be the precursor to a new framework PCR, not known at that time, but obtained 

later from this precursor. Similarly results were demonstrated with other germanosilicates like IWW, 

ITH, IWR, ITR, containing enough germanium atoms in D4R units to be selectively removed by 

hydrolysis.123, 124 The top-down method for generating zeolite layers was further developed into a more 

complex strategy called ADOR. The abbreviation stands for Assembly-Disassembly-Organization-

Reassembly. In principle it means first to synthesize the parent 3D zeolite (Assembly), thereafter 

hydrolyze it into a 2D layered material (Disassembly), subsequently organize the layers into a suitable 
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position with respect to each other (Organization) and finally calcine the material to obtain a novel 3D 

zeolite (Reassembly), see Figure 3.  

This methodology is novel in two respects: it is the first top-down method for synthesis of new layered 

zeolites and it enables preparation of new zeolites with predictable topology and controllable porosity. 

Moreover, the top-down mode offers another advantage in comparison to a bottom-up approach. It is 

related to the use of a 3D zeolite with known topology as the starting material. The weaker germanium 

bonds can be regioselectively removed without disrupting the remaining framework. Therefore, the 

topology of obtained lamellae is the same as in the parent zeolite and consequently it is relatively easy 

to identify. In the case of the bottom-up synthesis the structure of a new product is unknown and its 

determination can be very complicated and time consuming. 

As layers can be used as basic hierarchical units, by their subsequent manipulation the hierarchical 

nature of the final solid can be 1) further developed/preserved by the conventional approaches through 

modification of the interlayer space; or 2) modified in a non-traditional way by condensation of the 

layers forming novel 3D zeolites and other frameworks, e.g. not 4-connected (see Fig. 1). The second 

procedure is exemplified by formation of new connective units between the layers like single oxygen 

bridges, single-four-rings (S4R), or even double-four-ring (D4R), using varying hydrolysis conditions and 

optionally intercalation chemistry.52, 125, 126 For more details readers are referred to the recent review 

paper devoted to the ADOR strategy.101  Different connecting units give rise to distinct channel systems. 

For instance, with single oxygen bridges between the layers the reassembled zeolite PCR (also denoted 

IPC-4) has 10-8-ring channels; with S4R units the zeolite (denoted IPC-2) has 12-10-ring channels. More 

importantly, it is possible to direct the overall distribution of new connections to have 100% of the 

layers with one type of connection or the combination of two different layer connections in the final 

material in range 0-100%. In this manner two unique zeolites were prepared containing two types of 

layer connections. Zeolite IPC-6 has about 50% layers interconnected via oxygen bridges and 50% with 

S4Rs. These two types of connecting units constructed two independent channel systems, 10-8-ring and 

12-10-ring, respectively. Similarly, it is with IPC-7 zeolite, which has about 50% of layers connected with 

S4Rs and 50% with D4Rs leading to two independent channel systems with sizes 12-10-ring and 14-12-

ring31. Both IPC-6 and IPC-7 zeolites can be considered for hierarchical materials (in broader sense of 

definition) because they were prepared by post-synthetic manipulation with the layers (as basic 

hierarchical units) and they contain two different levels of porosity, although both in micro scale. 

In summary, the ADOR method provides a new synthetic tool to prepare various materials having a 

common topology of the layers but differing in the layer connectivity. It is achieved by a top-down 

generation of zeolitic layers and subsequently by their spatial manipulation using various post-synthetic 

modifications.  

5.4 Interlayer expanded zeolites (IEZ) 

The key observation leading to the discovery of layered zeolite forms was contraction of the as-
synthesized precursor upon calcination by about 0.2 nm or more. It was evident based on the 
differences in the XRD patterns and was caused by removal of interlayer template and condensation of 
silanols from the opposite layers. The opposite observation, namely the absence of the expected 
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contraction upon calcination of as-synthesized precursors, was the basis for the discovery that appeared 
to have no obvious counterpart among the non-zeolite based 2D solids.53 It was initially referred to as 
‘stabilization of (expanded) layered precursor’ but the corresponding products are now called interlayer 
expanded zeolites, IEZ. They are formed when silanol pairs on opposite layers become bridged by an 
=SiR2 moieties, R= organic or OH, which substitute the silanol protons. Instead of the oxygen –O– 
connecting the layers as part of the framework there is now the –O–SiR2–O– bridge as a discrete pillar 
preserving the 3D periodic structure. This produces an expanded zeolite-based framework, which is not 
a formal zeolite, with interlayer pores increased by two Si–O links and expanded pore size by about 0.2 
nm. Novel circumstances occur when the bridging groups are close and can couple together forming 
additional Si–O–Si connections parallel to the layers. It was reported first for IEZ-ferrierite.127 In the case 
of the PCR precursor, IPC-1P, there are four such bridges close to each other. Their condensation 
produces a complete zeolite structure, IPC-2, which was also produced by an alternative route and 
recognized as framework OKO (COK-14).92 The expanded IEZ materials can show increased uptake 
metals with benefits for catalysis and this further discussed in the section on activity (number 13). The 
formation of IEZ analogues with the non-zeolitic layered materials has not been explored and is yet 
uncertain.   

5.5 Layered material AMH-3 

This silica-based layered material deserves a special mention because of its zeolite like 8-ring pores in all 

3 directions in the layer, including perpendicular.128 This is the first such materials reported. It may 

produce hierarchical layered structure with transport through the layers. The layers have the possibility 

of condensing into two 4-connected frameworks, still hypothetical, i.e. not synthesized yet, which makes 

AMH-3 a potential layered zeolite precursor.  It is prepared from the mixture of alkali, strontium and 

titanosilicate by hydrothermal synthesis at 473 K. The structure collapses at 773 K. AMH-3 can be 

swollen from 1.14 to 4.1. nm d-spacing by combined treatment with DL-histidine and dodecylamine. The 

swelling with quaternary ammonium surfactants, dodecylamine by itself and other intercalating 

reagents was tried but found to be ineffective.129, 130 Successful swelling was accompanied by partial 

silica condensation and structural changes of the layers. Accordingly, the product was pronounced to be 

a new material not an AMH-3 intercalate. The swollen material was combined with a polymer to form a 

nanocomposite, which showed improved selectivity for hydrogen/carbon dioxide separation in 

comparison to the pure polymer.129 Swelling of AMH-3 with diamine was reported to preserve its pore 

structure.131 Functionalization with octyl(methyl)dimethoxysilane increased hydrophobicity of the 

surface increasing the potential for more effective incorporation in polymer membrane materials.132 

5.6 Layered metal-organic-frameworks (MOF) 

MOFs are inorganic-organic frameworks with extended structures consisting of metal or metal cluster 

centers interconnected by coordinating organic molecules called linkers.133 There has been an explosion 

in the interest and the number and varieties of MOFs. They are investigated fundamentally and for 

applications as porous and catalytically active materials. MOFs are known predominantly as solids with 

3D connectivity but also afford 2D layered forms.134 By analogy to zeolites the existence of layered 

precursors that can produce corresponding 3D frameworks can be also imagined. The principal question 

concerning 2D MOFs  is their potential for layer manipulation like it is possible with the other layered 

solids. This possibility has not been systematically explored and in practice there are complications 
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related to large void spaces inside MOFs structure. The porous nature of potential MOF layers maybe be 

beneficial while majority of the other 2D classes have no pores in the layers. However, MOFs have 

propensity for interpenetration of networks,135 which might be undesired for exploiting through-the-

layer porosity. MOFs are also less chemically and thermally stable than typical oxide solids, especially 

zeolites. Several types of MOF materials with 2D structure are presented in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4 Schematic representation of 2D MOF structures. A-monolayers; B,C,D-pillared monolayers; C,E-

bilayers. B, C, D are interpenetrated structures. F - porosity introduced by pillaring of impermeable 

layers. Specific examples are discussed in the text. 

The simplest type of layered MOF is the case of frame-like monolayers that are stacked together136-140 

(Figure 4A). They can be modified  to build classic 3D,141 interpenetrated 3D (Figure 4B),142-146  

separated147 and interpenetrated bilayers148 (Figure 4 F and D, correspondingly). On the other hand a 3D 

structure can be disassembled into 2D layers.149 If the linker is bent and long enough even monolayers 

can be interpenetrated.150 

There are examples where bilayers are formed during primary synthesis in both interpenetrated151 and 

stacked147 modes (Figure 4C and E, correspondingly). Further modifications of stacked layers are possible 

which may lead to intercalation of even long molecular chains.147 Some of 2D Metal-Organic-

Frameworks undergo reversible structural and sorption capacity tuning,152 for others small amount of 

alcohol may lead to shift of gate opening for CO2 to lower p/p0 values.153 

6. Separating layers in 2D materials – general trends 
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The transformation of 2D layered precursors into hierarchical porous materials depends on their ability 

to allow layer separation and subsequent or concomitant structural and chemical modification. The 

layers, considered to be separated by definition, in practice are usually present as assemblies or 

agglomerates with various degrees of adhesion imposing a specific structure. An even more important 

factor, that is usually not considered explicitly, may be the intergrowth of layers or particles. The 

preexisting arrangement of layers can be changed in terms of interlayer distances and orientation by 

exploiting the intercalation potential of 2D materials. It is strongly dependent on the nature of both the 

layered host and potential guest molecules. As one of the most prominent features of layered materials, 

the intercalation has been regularly reviewed and updated. With regard to separation of the layers two 

specific situations with practical consequences can be distinguished: swelling, i.e. significant increase in 

volume and/or interlayer distance, and complete separation of the layers into independent entities 

usually in some dispersing medium like liquid. The latter process is called delamination or exfoliation. 

Both terms are often used interchangeably to denote layer separation in general154 but sometimes are 

explicitly applied to describe different phenomena.  

Before continuing with specific discussion, the layer separation ability of various classes will be briefly 

overviewed for comparison. There are two basic practical questions concerning the separation, 

expansion and modification of layers in 2D materials: how easy it can be accomplished and whether the 

starting precursor needs to be transformed first into a more reactive and expandable form. An exchange 

of the originally present cations or organic molecules by treatment with appropriate acid is a common 

form of activation. The 2:1 clays provide possibly the most convenient option. They can be expanded 

with concomitant pillaring and exfoliated into single sheets in water in some of their Na+ and Li+ 

forms.155 The 1:1 clay kaolin has layers connected via hydrogen bonding, which can be disrupted by 

small polar molecules.156 Expansion to more practically meaningful dimensions is possible by 

substitution with larger guest compounds.156 The layered Zr(IV) phosphates and related compounds are 

exfoliated by treatment with a water/acetone mixture and amines.13 It exposes all layers to subsequent 

reactions and processing. There are many direct approaches to expanding and exfoliating layered 

double hydroxides,14 which can be considered as being quite easy. Layered transition metal oxides can 

be also conveniently and readily modified to achieve dispersion into single layers.17, 97, 157, 158 This is 

frequently preceded by conversion into protonated forms by contacting the original cation containing 

substrate with an acid until the exchange reaches satisfactory level. Tetraalkylammonium hydroxides or 

amines are then used to produce the desired interlayer expansion. Layered silicates can be also 

expanded by direct exchange of the alkali with large organic cations or with amines upon conversion 

into layered silicic acids. This is illustrated by exemplary systematic studies in this area by Lagaly et al.159, 

160 So far layered zeolites proved to be rather difficult to expand.16, 41 There is a significant difference 

between them and most of the other layered solids, namely their as-synthesized forms contain organic 

structure directing agent embedded between layers. The intercalated SDA molecules must be usually 

removed first by acid treatment and the resulting protonic form can then be reacted with appropriate 

intercalating/swelling agent. Swelling requires basic pH and therefore adds another complication, which 

is the possibility of partial layer dissolution. Layered silicates and zeolites are also more difficult to 

convert into the exfoliated state in a liquid. Whether this is due to intrinsic factors or simply because 

more convenient methods have not been found yet remains to be seen.  
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7. Synthesis of pillared layered materials 

Pillaring is a “process  by which a layered compound is transformed in a thermally stable micro- and/or 

mesoporous material with retention of the layer structure.” 161 

The concept of pillared materials started with tetraalkylammonium exchanged clays.162 They 

demonstrated expanded interlayer space and permanent microporosity but had limited thermal stability 

because of organic nature of the pillars. The stability problem was solved by incorporation of inorganic 

pillars by the treatment of clays with solutions containing Al-oxo oligomers. 163, 164 Aluminum Keggin ion 

[Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+ is usually considered as the representative species that is substituting smaller 

cations between clay layers. It expands interlayer galleries producing basal spacing increase from 0.96 to 

~1.8-1.9 nm.13, 165 Upon calcination the intercalated Keggin cations fuse with layers and are no longer 

exchangeable. The pores generated between layers are in the micropore range but many are greater 

than in zeolites like FAU, i.e. >0.7 nm. The BET surface area is also increased reaching values up to 500 

m2/g. The primary incentive for production of Al-pillared clays was to have active materials for catalytic 

cracking with pores larger than provided by zeolites. They were promising but suffered two 

disadvantages: increased coke production and insufficient hydrothermal stability.  The alleviation of 

these deficiencies has been one of the primary drivers for the subsequent studies of both different pillar 

compositions and the other classes of 2D materials. A wide variety of pillared layered materials has been 

produced as the result. 

Clays have turned out to be one the easiest layered solids to pillar. Consequently they have been 

reported with a great diversity of pillar compositions and forms.165  First, the similarity between Al and 

Ga was exploited to produce the Al-Keggin ion partially substituted with Ga as well as all-gallium form 

for pillaring. The oxo/hydroxo clusters of others metals like tetrameric zirconium, octameric iron with 

organic ligands, dimeric and hexameric chromium and others were used for pillaring. Another approach 

entailed mixed compositions with the Al polymers as the principal component. The most common 

combinations were Al with Fe and Ga, then with Zr, Cr, Cu, Ge, Mo, Ru, lanthanides. Other reported 

combinations comprised of tri-metallic pillar compositions with and without Al as well as binary without 

Al, e.g. Fe with Cr and Zr. Most of these products were expected to end up as calcined oxo/hydroxo 

materials but other pillaring agents that were not as thermally stable have been also investigated. To 

this group belong the hexameric chlorocomplexes of Nb, Ta and Mo, organometallics like Cp2Ru, and 

coordination compounds with organic ligands. It was also possible to incorporate between the clay 

layers much bigger entities like metal oxide sols and the tubular aluminosilicate (imogolite), which  has 

diameter 2.3 nm.166  The corresponding composite with montmorillonite has d-spacing 3.4 nm.  

Aside from the goal to overcome the stability and coking problems of the original Al-pillared clays the 

diversification effort also sought to tailor compositions to a particular catalytic functionality and 

increasing height of the interlayer space, i.e. basal spacing.  
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Figure 5 Different methods for pillaring clays (from top to bottom):1671. The traditional Al-Keggin ion 

route; 2. Surface hydrolysis and polymerization of oxide precursor; 3. Sol-gel intercalation; 4. 

Intercalation of nano-particles; 5. Porous clay heterostructures; 6. Platelets as pillars (Reprinted from 

Catalysis Today, Vol. 114, pp. 126-141, A. De Stefanis and A. A. G. Tomlinson, Towards designing pillared 

clays for catalysis, Copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier). 

A new class of expanded clay materials called porous clay heterostructures was obtained by combining 

two novel strategies reported in the early 1990: the use of surfactants to generate ordered mesoporous 

structures168, 169 and pre-swelling of layered oxides before treatment with pillaring reagents.170 The 

synthesis involved expansion of the clay by reaction with a cationic quaternary ammonium surfactant 

and long chain amine as co-surfactant.171 The isolated swollen intermediate was treated with the 
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pillaring silica precursor such as tetraethylorthosilicate, TEOS, followed by calcination. The obtained 

products exhibited much higher basal spacing than those prepared conventionally by the ion exchange 

approach. This is exemplified by expansion to d-spacing up to 4 nm, correspondingly greater pore 

dimensions, ca. 2.5 nm and BET surface area of the order of 900 m2/g. This method of pillaring was 

applied to the other layered classes e.g. kenyaite and titanosilicate.172, 173 The silicate kenyaite swollen 

with dodecylamine and pillared with TEOS was expanded to basal spacings 5-5.5 nm resulting in BET 

close to 900 m2/g. 

The use of Al-oxo clusters as well as other potentially pillaring compositions that was developed with 

clays has been extended to the other layered classes like silicates,174 zirconium phosphates175 and 

transition metal oxides.176 In these cases high charge density of the layers favored dense packing of the 

pillaring particles like the Al-Keggin ion in the galleries. Frequently this left little void space resulting in 

low porosity of the final products. Nonetheless, there are many reports describing various types of 

layered materials with diverse pillar compositions.  

Zirconium phosphates were initially pillared by procedures resembling those from the clay area.175 The 

starting layered precursors were intercalated or exfoliated with amine. Then they were combined with 

the oxide precursor solution such as the Al-Keggin ion, other metals and mixtures, and heated. The 

textural properties of the products obtained after calcination varied depending on composition, i.e. 

types of metals and ratios, and conditions. The expansion to d-spacing as high as above 4 nm (as-

synthesized) and 3 nm calcined, and BET up to 700 m2/g were reported.13 The overall quality of the 

pillared products seemed not to be as high as with clays. This is illustrated by the general 

characterization articulated as follows:13 “The difficulty with pillaring of the layered metal phosphonates 

is the inability to control the synthesis reactions to obtain predictable structures. Furthermore, the 

structures obtained are noncrystalline or poorly crystalline.” 

The known lability of hydrogen phosphate groups in γ-M(VI) phosphates inspired another type of 

pillaring that involves substitution with organic phosphonates.13 The presence of organic part results in 

reduced thermal stability but is notable as an example of ordered/periodic pillaring, which so far is quite 

rare (another example is provided by interlayer expanded zeolites). The substitution is carried out by 

treatment of exfoliated γ-zirconium phosphate, e.g. in acetone-water mixture, with biphosphonic acid. 

Low concentration of the latter ensures crosslinking of the opposite layers. Porous structure is created if 

density of the bridging groups is appropriately low. The strategies for pore generation were not limited 

to judicious selection of crosslinking biphosphonates and conditions of the preparation. The density of 

‘pillars’ has been controlled by the presence of smaller moieties, like phosphites, which are referred to 

as spacers. The methods of introduction include the use of mixed pillaring compositions of 

bisphosphonate crosslinking ligand with monophosphonate spacer or a second biphosphonate with 

hydrolysable organic moiety, which can be removed. Another benefit of the pillared Zr(IV) phosphonates 

is the ability to functionalize the organic fragments. For example aromatic part of the pillar can be 

functionalized with SO3H groups generating strong acidity. Another variation involves the use of linear 

organic bridges combining acetylene groups linking phenyl rings. This is be considered ‘analogous to the 

isoreticular extension of ligands in MOFs’.13 
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Pillaring of the other layered compositions, namely metal oxides and silicates, with Al-Keggin ion and 

related substances presented similar problems like the Zr(IV) phosphates.  The isolated products were 

reported to show expanded interlayer spacing and increased porosity but overall seem to be poorly 

crystalline and not particularly well defined. The higher charge density compared to clays was blamed as 

the primary factor for low porosity but other chemical reasons could also play a role. Better control over 

synthesis conditions and the properties of the products was clearly needed.  

The pillaring of layered oxides of titanium and manganese with Al-Keggin ion was approached from a 

new direction.177, 178 The suspension of Ti/Mn oxide nanosheets can produce pillared nanocomposites 

upon mixing with the solution of Al-Keggin ion. A double-layer pillared structure is obtained, d-spacing 

2.3 nm with high concentration of the pillar and single-layer, d-spacing 1.4, with lower concentration. 

The pillared titanate had BET ~300 m2/g while the standard pillaring produces 100-200 m2/g. The Mn 

analogue had BET of ~200 m2/g. 

The intercalation of negative polyoxometalates (POM), e.g. Keggin anions, between positive LDH layers 

could be viewed as reverse pillared clays.179 The typical products show low microporosity due to high 

charge densities and formation of nanocomposites. There are also problems with preparations and 

stability due to adverse effects such as leaching of cations from the layers in acidic and neutral solutions 

and instability of the POMs themselves.    

A novel approach to pillaring allowing better control over the outcome was developed in the early 

1990s.170 It was a multi-step procedure referred to as a ‘method for preparation of molecular sieves 

from dense, layered metal oxides’. The first step involved expansion of interlayer space, swelling, by 

intercalation of long chain polar organic molecules. The swollen product was isolated and treated with 

soluble inorganic oxide precursors, especially TEOS. Subsequent calcination created permanent oxide 

props supporting the layers and producing void space between them. The procedure was illustrated by 

the prepared layered silicates and alkali titanates. Using octylamine as the swelling agent the interlayer 

expansion up to 2 nm was achieved, while BET surface areas were increased from negligent to about 

300 and 600 m2/g for titanates and silicates, respectively. Another outstanding benefit of the method 

was the ability to control the interlayer expansion and consequently the pore system by simply choosing 

the size (length) of the swelling agent. The authors illustrate this by the swelling of Na2Ti3O7 with a series 

of alkylamines with increasing length: propyl, hexyl, octyl and dodecyl. The d-spacings increase rises 

gradually to 2.1 nm and BET surface area to 470 m2/g.    

This approach can be used as a general strategy. It was quite effective and enabled close monitoring of 

the interlayer expansion and its permanent propping by X-ray diffraction. Pillaring with TEOS proved to 

be relatively easy when the swelling was successful. The drawback of TEOS is its lack of catalytic activity, 

which prompted efforts to incorporate more active heteroatoms and functional  groups in the pillars. 

The use of alternative, potentially more active pillar precursors like alkoxides of aluminum, titanium and 

other metals, affected the quality and porosity properties of the final products. TEOS appears to have 

suitably slow kinetics of hydrolysis, which enables penetration into the interlayer region and depositing 

as pillaring oxide precursor. Not much is known about this process in detail.  
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The discovery of layered zeolite precursors79, 80, 95 was recognized as an opportunity to produce pillared 

materials combining large pores and strong acid sites. The direct synthesis of zeolites with pores larger 

than 12-ring and high catalytic activity was not known at that time. The pillaring of layered zeolites 

having strong acid sites was an alternative for circumventing these problems. Swelling became a key 

issue and since the known traditional methods failed, it required an innovative approach. The desired 

interlayer expansion allowing pillaring with TEOS was achieved by swelling with cationic surfactant in 

hydroxide form. In the first reported case,41 the precursor MCM-22P, with the framework structure 

MMW and layer thickness 2.5 nm was swollen with hexadecyltrimethylammonium hydroxide (HDTMA-

OH) to d-spacing above 5 nm. Complete swelling required high pH but was also affected by the presence 

of smaller cations, which apparently could compete with HDTMA+ and prevent layer separation.180, 181  

Layer dissolution was also a possibility and had to be considered especially since the solubilized silica 

could produce surfactant templated mesoporous phases and give false signs of pillaring.182 This swelling 

method was also adopted later for the preparation of delaminated materials.44 The evidence of 

successful production of the pillared zeolite product, MCM-36, factored in all of these possibilities.41  It 

was based on X-ray powder diffraction, TEM microscopy and high sorption of hydrocarbons. Dynamic 

sorption measurements confirmed absence of contamination with a mesoporous phase. MCM-36 

showed superior performance to MCM-22 in isobutene alkylation despite containing up to 50% w/w of 

inert silica as pillars. This proves that it is qualitatively a different type of a material. Layered silicate NU-

6(1), later shown to be the precursor to zeolite framework NSI, was swollen and pillared by the same 

approach.29 The described pillaring method was also applied with ferrierite (ITQ-36)183 and PCR.48 

Most of the layered zeolite precursors identified to date have relatively low Al content and catalytic 

activity. They attracted some interest but not as much as the layered forms of the MWW family, which 

are readily synthesized in various 2D forms and with high Al content with Si/Al down to around 10/1. 

The ZSM-5/MFI nanosheets can be also made with significant Al content and show promising 

performance in catalytic processes. They are synthesized directly as nanosheets separated by surfactant 

chains, i.e. formally being swollen, with the organics partially integrated into the layers. This allowed 

pillaring to be carried out directly on the isolated as-synthesized precursor. The use of excess TEOS 

afforded pillared MFI with conventional amorphous silica as pillars.184 Smaller amount of TEOS was 

reported to result in pillars with MFI structure.37 The idea of crystalline pillars is very attractive because 

the traditional ones made of amorphous silica are catalytically inactive, i.e. represent an inert filler, and 

are less stable hydrothermally. The actual nature of pillars, i.e. silica distribution between layers is an 

enigma. The pore structure can be probed by the standard adsorption methods but as far as geometric 

properties of the pillars like size, shape, distribution, etc. nothing is known, not even if these 

characteristics are definable. 

The convenience and effectiveness of silica pillaring with TEOS makes it an excellent first choice for 

‘proving the principle’ while functionalization to increase or modify catalytic properties emerges as the 

next logical challenge/opportunity. So far such studies have been limited. This may be caused in part by 

lower quality of the products indicated by their textural and structural properties. An illustrative 

example is provided by the study of pillaring MCM-22 precursors using aluminum oxide dissolved in 

NaOH by itself and with addition of Ba and Mg.185, 186 The pillaring treatments were carried out with both 
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swollen MCM-22P (at 90 °C for 4 h) and after it was reacted TEOS (at 40 °C for 6 h) to introduce silica 

pillars. The former products had low BET below 400 m2/g and the latter up to 750 m2/g. For comparison 

the unmodified zeolite MCM-22 and the TEOS pillared MCM-36 had BET equal to 432 and 711 m2/g, 

respectively. These treatments modified activity properties and included higher number of acid sites at 

the pore mouth or at the outer surface of the layers, additional and stronger Brønsted acid due to 

silica−alumina clusters in the galleries, while Mg and Ba were the source of basic sites. Functionalization 

is also possible by using mixtures exemplified by TEOS with tetrabutylorthotitanate (TBOT) with ratios as 

low as 5:1. The obtained pillared MCM-22 materials showed BET area above 700 m2/g and after acid 

treatment became active for cyclohexene epoxidation.187  

 

As said at the beginning the concept of pillaring of layered materials started with intercalation of organic 

compounds but subsequent effort was focused on preparation of thermally stable inorganic pillars. As 

diverse systems and compositions were being explored later on the studies were again extended to 

pillaring of layered silicates with organic pillars. The incorporation of biphenyl-containing perpendicular 

organic supports into ilerite was carried out by first expanding its protonic form by intercalation of 

hexylamine.32 The product was reacted with bis(triethoxysilyl)biphenyl (BESB) and after isolation treated 

with acid. The interlayer spacing was expanded from 0.74 nm to 1.94 nm and BET surface area increased 

to 616 m2/g. The structural stability of this product depended on formation of pairs of the biphenyl 

‘pillars’ due to reaction between their SiO groups in addition to connecting to the layer. The follow up 

study involved analogous bridging compounds but with gradual substitution of the ethoxy groups 

attached to silicon atoms with methyl groups (-CH3), which are not reactive and could not form the 

dimers as supports. This resulted in the loss of structural rigidity and was described as transformation 

from pillared to nanocomposite system.188 Related forms of organic-inorganic  hybrids have been 

obtained by using  bridged silsesquioxanes as pillars: in magadiite189 and layered zeolite precursors IPC-

1P33 and MCM-22P.34 As mentioned above, organic pillared zirconium phosphonates can be obtained by 

direct synthesis in many varieties in terms of composition and interlayer structures. 

The as-synthesized multilamellar MFI described in section 5.1 was utilized in another way while still 

containing template in the pores.  It was turned into an acid-base catalyst just by the combination of 

mild acid treatment and ion-exchange with ammonia solution.190, 191 The authors postulated that the 

basic sites were present as SiO— species and OH— anions. Since the C22-6-6 SDA was still present in the 

micropores, only acid sites located on external surface were available for catalytic reaction. This organic-

inorganic catalyst was tested in the tandem deacetalization-Knoevenagel condensation.191 Interestingly, 

when bromide counteranions in the template were replaced by iodide anions, the MFI material was 

highly efficient in cycloaddition catalysis of carbon dioxide and different epoxides.190  

 

8. Delaminated layered materials 

The separation of layers is described in the literature as exfoliation or delamination, often used 

interchangeably, resulting in frequent ambiguity as to what is exactly being reported. Both terms have 

been also used in reference to intercalation and or swelling. Gardolinski and Lagaly154 proposed the 
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following distinction for clay minerals: ”Exfoliation is defined as the decomposition of large aggregates 

(booklets) into smaller particles; delamination denotes the process of separation of the individual layers 

of the particles”. Based on this delamination can be considered as a higher order process producing 

materials such that each sheet is effectively a separate entity. This is a rarely achievable situation since 

even in the case of highly efficient delamination, like dispersion in liquids, the population is not 100% 

mono-layers and includes multi-layer aggregates. It may also change with time due to re-agglomeration. 

There is additional complication that for a given sample only a small fraction may be truly delaminated 

and the yield of mono-layers can be quite low. The exact information about these properties is often not 

provided introducing considerable uncertainty about true nature of ‘delaminated/exfoliated’ samples 

that are reported. The above proposed distinction between exfoliation and delamination will not be 

adopted here as there is no way to reevaluate the published accounts. 

The ultimate delamination can be envisioned as dispersion of individual nanosheets in a liquid producing 

colloidal suspension. This is a subject of considerable interest and has been recently reviewed for the 

conventional layered materials.12 The title of the review ‘Liquid exfoliation of layered materials’ is not in 

line with the differentiation suggested above.  Table 4, summarizes the reported results according to 

techniques used for achieving exfoliation. These liquid systems are not hierarchical in the sense used 

herein but are of enormous significance, both fundamental and practical, for hierarchic materials. First 

of all, obtaining dispersion in a liquid demonstrates the ability for complete delamination, which should 

not be taken for granted for all 2D solids. Second, a dispersion can be used as a source of layers for 

preparation of hierarchical.97 Figure 6 shows several types of ‘nanoarchitectures’ that can be produced 

from colloidal dispersions of solid layers. Some are explicitly designed to generate hierarchical porous 

materials. The ‘nanocomposite’ case in Figure 6 represents pillaring. 
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Table 4 Methods for liquid exfoliation of layered solids.12 

Layered  
composition type 

 Exfoliation/delamination method 

Formula/Sub-group In surfactant 
solution 

In solvents In polymer  
solutions  

Intercalation Special approach 

Graphite   sonication sonication sonication  graphene oxide 
Hexagonal-BN  sonication sonication sonication   
M dichalcogenides Metal-X2 (MoS2) sonication sonication sonication   
M trichalcogenides Metal-X3    ion  
 Metal-PX3     polymer  
Metal halides MX2    ion  
 MX3     ion, polymer  
 MX4, MX5, MX6    ion  
Oxides Ti , Nb    ion  
 Mn sonication   ion  
 V     polymer  
 MO3    ion, polymer  
 2D trirutile phases    H-form, ion  
 Perovskites and niobates    H-form, ion, sonication  
Oxy-chalcogenides and -pnictides not reported yet 
M oxyhalides     ion  
III–VI semiconductors GaX, InX (S, Se, Te) surfactant   ion  
Zr phosphates and    
phosphonates 

  1. water/acetone; 
2. water/amine 

 polymer  

Clays 2:1 (Na
+
, Li

+
)  dispersion in water  polymer  

 1:1 (kaolinite)  CH3O grafting,    
Layered double 
hydroxides 

 surfactant 1. in DMF;  
2. functionalize, 
   + solvent 

 1.intercalation; 
2. surfactant + guest  

 

Layered silicates     Na-C12H25 sulfate  
Layered zeolites     ion (C3H7)4N-OH)

192
 swell + extrude with polymer, 

+ solvent, gradient centrifug., 
+ acid

193
 

Transition metal  
carbides, nitrides 

     M(Al,Si)(C,N)x +HF 
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Clays such as the 2:1 type montmorillonite are one of the easiest layered materials to delaminate when 

they contain strongly hydrated cations Na+ and Li+. In contact with water their interlayer region expands 

due to adsorption of the solvent.194 The interlayer distance can increase continuously, due to osmotic 

swelling, forming clay suspensions. The dilute suspensions are stable and do not agglomerate. Relatively 

high concentrations, around 3 % of clay, form gels due to interparticle interaction and agglomeration. 

These processes are governed by electric double layer and are strongly influence by the medium, e.g. 

presence of electrolytes, pH, etc.   

The α- and γ-zirconium phosphates are also easy to delaminate into colloidal state. The former and VO-

phosphate disperse into individual layers in water when intercalated with some short-chain alkylamines. 

The γ-zirconium phosphate was shown to disperse reversibly in 30-90 % acetone in water at 

temperatures above 50 °C.195  

Delamination of LDH is also relatively easy and has been carried out by variety of ways. The examples of 

transparent homogeneous dispersions with stability of weeks to months were summarized by Schwieger  

with conditions for preparation.14 Delamination can be facilitated by some anions like dodecylsulfate, 

amino acids, lactate or borate that are incorporated during synthesis or by substitution. High boiling 

organic solvents can cause delamination at elevated temperature (butanol, formamide) but in some 

cases room temperature stirring and sonication were sufficient. Delamination in water was also 

reported for Mg/Al-lactate but it took 12 hrs at 60 °C while in an appropriate organic solvent it could be 

instantaneous.   

Delaminated LDH suspensions usually produce crystals with restacked layers rather than mono-layer 

assemblies when they are separated from the liquid.  An actual “large-scale synthesis of highly dispersed 

layered double hydroxide powders containing delaminated single layer nanosheets” was reported as a 

step-out advance.196 In this approach, termed aqueous miscible organic solvent treatment (AMOST), the 

LDH are prepared by the conventional co-precipitation procedure.  The solid isolation step involves 

redispersion in an aqueous miscible organic (AMO) solvent resulting in delamination, which persists all 

the way to the final product. Multiple instrumental techniques and treatments were applied to 

corroborate the mono-layer nature of this material. Conceptually it may be similar to the zeolite 

monolayer materials MCM-5662 but there are many differences between them, which may warrant 

further evaluation and comparisons. 

Colloidal suspensions of transition metal oxides with various layer thicknesses, depending on a particular 

composition, can now be generated quite readily.17, 97, 157 The as-synthesized polycrystalline solids are 

first contacted with an acid and the obtained hydrated protonic form is contacted with a solution of 

organic base such as tetrabutylammonium hydroxide. One of the phenomena described for these 

systems is the extreme swelling with for example 100 times expansion of the galleries.197 It is not 

complete delamination because the layers are not behaving independently. The primary practical focus 

of these types of 2D materials has been electronics, optics and related advanced fields but they 

obviously can be used to prepare porous structures177, 178  
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The delamination of most classes of layered solids is quite easy and therefore the attention can be 

shifted to further processing to make functional products. With silicates and layered zeolites 

delamination is still the hard part. There are some published procedures but a routine delamination is 

still not possible, which may be a temporary situation and in the future general facile procedures may 

become available. Some of the reasons that have been mentioned as possibly increasing difficulty of 

layer separation include high layer charge density and strong hydrogen bonding between silanols from 

opposing layers as well as with hydrated interlayer cations. 99 

 

Figure 6 Examples of different nanoarchitectures that have been produced from colloidal suspension of 

nanosheets. (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Polymer Journal (47, 89-98) 
97,copyright 2015). 

The investigation of layered crystalline silicas (typical representative H4Si20O42  xH2O ) produced  unusual 

result during interaction with the anionic surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate, SDS, which was found to 

intercalate between layers together with the counterion.198 This produced increase in the layer 

separation “…to such an extent that the crystals disarticulate in a fan-like manner or delaminate into 

thinner packets of layers or smaller aggregates.” Removal of the intercalants by washing reconstituted 

the parallel layer orientation and lead to “re-aggregation of the packets and fragments.” 

Layered silicate octosilicate, which is precursor to zeolite RWR, was exfoliated by two methods. In one 

its surface was modified with butylimidazolium groups after being swollen with hexadecyltrimethyl-

ammonium (HDTMA) chloride by ion exchange.199 It was said to be "fully exfoliated into monolayer 
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nanosheets in water". The layers had thickness of 1.9 nm confirmed by both AFM and XRD. The layer 

identity as octosilicate was verified based on the XRD peak at 0.19 nm assignable to the (400) reflection. 

The second example is provided by dodecyldimethylammonium-exchanged octosilicate.43 It was stirred 

in pentane and exfoliated upon ultrasonication. The method may be applicable to other similar 

materials. 

Delaminated zeolites have been recognized as very valuable materials "combining the benefits of 

zeolites and mesoporous materials for catalytic uses".44, 200 Zeolite layers are unique by offering strong 

acid sites on the surface, which can be accessed by bulky reactant molecules. They are also known for 

physical and chemical robustness. The additional beneficial feature with some frameworks is to have 

channels through the layers, which should further diversify and facilitate diffusion throughout the 

particle. The first zeolite delamination was performed44 on the MCM-22P swollen like reported earlier 

for pillaring.41 It was sonicated in the mother liquor, acidified, isolated and calcined. The obtained 

product ITQ-2 had a high BET surface area equal to 900 m2/g and other characteristics indicating 

delamination. Edge-to-face type structure was proposed. Analogous technique was applied to 

delaminate precursors to zeolite FER and NSI (without template removal) and MCM-47, designated ITQ-

6,183 ITQ-1842 and ITQ-20, respectively. The delamination of layered zeolites was found to be complex 

and influenced by many factors especially the Al content. For two MCM-22P with initial Si/Al 50/1 and 

20/1 the latter showed smaller surface area increase upon delamination201 (BET 1010 and 600 m2/g, 

respectively after 10 hrs of sonication; the former was in fact a mesoporous MCM-41 type material 

produced due to destruction of zeolite. The study of MCM-22 precursor swelling at ambient 

temperature concluded that "high temperature swelling and ultrasonication to produce ITQ-2 is 

essentially a fragmentation process resulting in exfoliated and other fragments".202 In contrast, MCM-

22P swollen at room temperature with layer preservation "cannot be exfoliated simply by 

ultrasonication in water to produce ITQ-2."202 The influence of various parameters  on delamination via 

the swelling/ultrasonication/acidification procedure was investigated with the layered silicate 

magadiite, which can be considered equivalent to low-Al zeolite.203 The highest BET obtained was 553 

m2/g with wet magadiite, swollen with HDTMA-TPA-OH, filtered, sonicated in water, acidified, dried and 

calcined. The comparison between sonicated/acidified magadiite in mother liquor versus treated in 

water was carried out too. Starting with the dried magadiite, the separation from mother liquor after 

swelling resulted in higher surface area (386 vs. 150 m2/g when sonicated in mother liquor). The isolated 

high surface area material was described as made of crumpled silicate layers not the ‘house-of-cards’ 

structure typically attribute to delaminated layered materials . An opposite effect regarding the 

ultrasonication/acidification treatment in mother liquor vs. solid redispersed in water was reported with 

high-Al disordered form of MCM-22P, MCM-56.204 It is obtained by direct synthesis62 and characterized 

as composed on MWW layers arranged face-to-face44 while ITQ-2 is viewed as edge-to-face.44 The study 

of MCM-56 was aimed to explored its potential for transformation into the edge-to-face ITQ-2 like 

structure after swelling at room temperature.204 It was sonicated in the swelling mother liquor and in 

water with and without acidification (4 samples). Only in one case was BET increased – MCM-56 

acidified in mother liquor suggesting that the porosity gain was from some mesoporous phase forming 

from the dissolved silica and surfactant in solution. 
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A mild approach to delamination of MCM-22P adopted the treatment with surfactant HDTMA-Br, and 

tetrabutylammonium fluoride and chloride.205 The prepared material UCB-1 was concluded to be 

delaminated based on several techniques including XRD, microscopy, NMR and FTIR spectroscopy and 

nitrogen physisorption. In comparison to MCM-22 both UCB-1 and ITQ-2 showed reduced adsorption in 

the very low pressure region 10-7 < p/p0 < 10-4, which is expected due to loss of interlayer 10-rings 

resulting from delamination. At the pressures above 10-4 p/p0 the uptake shown by UCB-1 is much lower 

than ITQ-2 and similar to MCM-22. It was explained by proposing that ITQ-2 consists of larger 

micropores and mesopores originating from amorphous silica which is also responsible for hysteresis 

observed in the adsorption/desorption branches.205 The lack of amorphization due to mild reaction 

condition was emphasized as particularly beneficial. Another favorable effect attributed to this approach 

was retention of heteroatoms. i.e. active centers in the framework.206 Delamination was also proposed 

to occur upon simple Al(NO3)3 treatment of the boron containing MWW precursor, ERB-1. The method 

was characterized as "single-step delamination (…) under mild conditions without surfactant and 

sonication".207 In addition to physical characterization, acylation of 2-methoxynaphthalene was used as 

the model reaction to confirm the catalytic benefits of delamination by the used procedure. 

The particular significance of zeolite lies in their potential for providing monolayers with perpendicular 

channels allowing diffusion through them. This can be exploited for application of membranes: alone or 

in nanocomposites  So far there is no evidence that procedures described above could  produce 

delaminated layers suitable for use in membrane application. The only reliable method presently known 

consists of 6-7 steps including zeolite synthesis.31 It is complicated but essentially the only one yielding 

pure suspensions of zeolite layers.193  

9. The role of X-ray diffraction and microscopy in the identification and structure characterization 

The identity and structure of layered materials are investigated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) as the 

primary characterization tool. Single crystal determinations are not possible in most cases because of 

the generally small particle size, usually not greater than a few microns, and more importantly, the loss 

of 3D periodicity occurring during most of the modifications. The typical feature of patterns for layered 

samples are broadened peaks resulting from various effects like stacking faults, misalignment and 

limited thickness. The last, i.e. small crystal size, has dramatic effect on XRD peaks, causing streaking and 

appearance of non-Bragg reflections,208 which is exemplified by some of the MWW zeolite materials.209, 

210 Peak positions on the low angle side are used to estimate interlayer distances. It is also possible to 

make a judgment about relative order/disorder. As the standard and routine tool, powder XRD is very 

useful and informative but it has significant limitations, both intrinsic and due to the nature of products. 

The general lack of atomic 3D periodicity rules out exact structure determination. There are no 

adequate quantitative theories and algorithms for describing disorder in general and its specific 

embodiments. Consequently only some layer arrangements that are not 3D ordered can be verified by 

model calculations.31, 211 More advanced quantitative characterization of disorder by X-ray diffraction 

has been undertaken with clays.212, 213 It has not been extended to the other layered materials for 

general identification and structure validation. 
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Figure 7 X-ray diffraction patterns for MWW zeolite materials with different structures. The in-layer 

(hk0) reflections do not change positions. Interlayer distances are indicated by reflections below 7° 2θ, 

which are in some cases merged with the (100) at 7.1° 2θ . The region 8-10° 2θ with either resolved or 

merged (101) and (102) reflections indicates order or disorder, respectively. Materials obtained by direct 

synthesis are in red. 
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The structure of most layered precursors is known reasonably well and can be linked to specific 

diffraction peaks in the X-ray pattern. This way structural changes resulting from various treatments, 

especially interlayer expansion, can be monitored and verified. Zeolite MCM-22 and its various layered 

forms are an example of the application of this approach based on the behavior of various intra- and 

interlayer reflection in the XRD pattern.28  More than 10 different layered forms of the MWW 

framework have been recognized and assigned based on the X-ray pattern.24 Nitrogen adsorption and 

determination of pore volume and surface area are used as additional tools to validate the proposed 

structures. In the case of the MWW family there are particularly favorable circumstance – XRD peaks 

that allow evaluation of the interlayer distances and lateral disorder are well resolved and positioned 

below about 10° 2θ (cu Kα radiation).63 Furthermore, the higher symmetry of the framework, i.e. not 

mono-and triclinic means that interlayer reflections, e.g. with (hk0) indices, maintain their position 

despite changing interlayer architecture. Figure 7 shows X-ray patterns of various MCM-22 materials 

and their structure assignments. No analogous analysis has been presented yet for other layered 

zeolites. A more complex situation is expected with the lower symmetry cases where the shifting of 

intralayer peaks may present additional complication. The layered zeolite MFI illustrates another 

complication because most of its prominent peaks are intralayer reflections. The interlayer peaks, which 

could be used to diagnose structural changes, are not easy to assign due to dominance of the intralayer 

ones. This is clearly a subject requiring more thorough and systematic inquiry but its general 

effectiveness remains to be proven. 

Due to limitations of X-ray crystallography in dealing with layered materials the direct visualization by 

microscopy is frequently indispensable for confirming nature of novel products and their features. The 

review of modern electron microscopy techniques by Liu et al.214 points out the invaluable role of 

electron diffraction (ED), high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) in revealing different structural information: layer packing, average periodic 

structure, structural defects and surface selective information. Most of these data could not be obtained 

by other techniques. Electron microscopy is particularly important for zeolite materials to distinguish 

between standard 3D products and expanded layered modifications. High resolution images were often 

instrumental in combination with powder X-ray diffraction to corroborate the breakthroughs like the 

first pillared zeolite MCM-36 and the synthesis of MFI nanosheets by design.  

The former case, MCM-36 is particularly instructive as it demonstrates both the power and limitations of 

TEM imaging exemplified by the calcined, i.e. organic-free samples shown in Figure 8a. First, there are 

extensive sections where MWW layers are seen evenly spaced at 2-2.5 nm, except minority domains 

where swelling/pillaring must have been unsuccessful. The spaces between layers are apparently filled 

by pillars, which must have ill-defined structure because they are invisible.  
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Figure 8. HRTEM images of (a) MCM-36 after swelling at 100°C41 , (b) MCM-22P precursor after swelling 

at room temperature (Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 1507-1516. 

Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society). 202  

10. Porosity of hierarchical layered materials 

Porosity characterization of lamellar materials or those derived from layered precursors have been 

addressed in several reviews13, 2, 215-217 therefore in this work we will focus only on these porosity aspects 

that are directly related to the hierarchical layered structures.  

Low temperature adsorption (i.e. physisorption) of N2 or Ar is a standard method for porosity 

characterization. The adsorption isotherms exhibit distinct features related to different aspects of 

porosity, allowing determination of the characteristic parameters and relations. However, as 

hierarchical layered materials usually comprise micropores and mesopores (both intra and interparticle) 

as well as large surface area, the corresponding isotherms are usually combination of type I, II and IV 

ones, therefore these features are often superimposed and sometime difficult to be noticed and 

interpreted (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9   Sample adsorption isotherm, typical for hierarchical layered micro-mesoporous material 

constructed as linear combination of type I (Langmuir function), II (BET function) and IV (BET + logistic 

function) isotherms. 

There are numerous methods for analysis of the adsorption-desorption data, developed for 

determination of specific surface area and pore volume (either micropore, mesopore or total) as well as 

micro- and mesopore size distributions. Before short discussion of these methods and their relevance in 

porosity characterization of hierarchical layered solids, a qualitative overview of a typical adsorption 

isotherm will be given. This seems important, as it allows proper identification of the studied material 

and may help in choosing the appropriate data reduction methods.  

Initial sharp increase of the adsorption volume, observed in the low pressure range (p/po = 10-5 - 10-2) 

results from filling the micropores. These data are used for calculation of the micropore size distribution. 

If this range is not covered in the measurement, only the micropore volume may be found from the 

offset of the isotherm. Non-zero slope in the range of 0.05-0.25 indicates considerable surface area 

(external and/or mesopore). A step (with an inflexion point) in the intermediate part of the isotherm 

due to filling narrow mesopores may be difficult to be spotted, especially in the case of their broad size 

distributions. Decreased slope of the isotherm, observed in the range of 0.50-0.75 is related to the 

external surface area, which may be much lower than the total surface area, including that of the 

mesopore. Long and narrow adsorption-desorption hysteresis loop (type H4), does not provide any 

information about genuine porosity of the material, as it is attributed to capillary condensation in the 

interparticle mesopores, formed between the plate-like crystallites.  

Values of the micro- and mesopore volume as well as the specific mesopore and external surface area 

are often calculated using the comparative methods (t-plot or αs-plot). These methods are based on 

transformation of an adsorption isotherm by replacing pressure with a quantity corresponding to some 

standard isotherm. In the t-plot method this quantity is the statistical thickness of the layer (film) 

adsorbed on the surface, usually expressed as the Harkins-Jura function, while in the αs-plot methods 

this is a normalized experimental isotherm obtained for nonporous material with similar surface 

chemistry. Linear segments in the t-plot or αs-plot indicate the occurrence of unrestricted multilayer 

adsorption. From the slopes and intercepts of these linear sections the values of surface area (being 

covered) and pore volume (already filled) may be calculated, respectively (Figure 10)  
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Figure 10 Illustration of the t-plot method: A) sample isotherm for the model micro-mesoporous 

material (SBA-15 silica), B) t-plot with the linear segments indicated and extrapolated.  

However, for microporous solids containing also small mesopores (2 nm) with broad size distribution 

(such as pillared layered zeolites), this approach may lead to incorrect results (Figure 11). Application of 

the t-plot method in the range recommended for zeolites218 (p/po = 0.056-0.4; t = 0.33-0.57 nm) for 

analysis of the simulated isotherm form Figure 9 drastically underestimates values of the micropore 

volume (by 75% in Figure 11A). Shifting the linear fit to larger t-range gives more reasonable values of 

the combined volume of micropores and small mesopores (underestimated by 15% in Figure 11A). Very 

similar effects were observed in the experimental data for the pillared MCM-56 zeolite (Figure 11B). 

These examples indicate that for detailed characterization of microporosity of such of materials the 

measurements in the low pressure range (p/po = 10-5-10-2) and determination of the micropores size 

distribution are necessary. 

 

Figure 11  Application of the t-plot method in adsorption data analysis for hierarchical micro-

mesoporous materials: A) simulated isotherm from Figure 9, B) experimental adsorption data for MCM-

56 zeolites: parent (P) and modified by swelling with hexadecyltrimethylammonium-OH/Cl  and pillaring 

with TEOS (M).219 The corresponding adsorption isotherms are shown in Figure 10A. 

Another common method for the determination of specific surface area is the BET method. In the 

standard BET procedure a linear equation is fitted to the experimental data (for p/po = 0.05-0.25), 

transformed according to the linearized BET equation.218 This procedure almost always results in very 

good fit, even for microporous materials that do not meet assumption of the BET model, as unlimited 

multilayer adsorption is not consistent with the mechanism of filling the micropores. This is shown in 

Figure 12, where N2 adsorption isotherms observed for two MCM-22 zeolites (P: parent and M: modified 

by swelling with HDTMA-OH/Cl solution and pillaring with TEOS)219 are plotted together with the 

theoretical BET functions, resulting from the calculations. Despite very good linearity of the transformed 

data (Figure 12B), values of the BET surface area obtained for both zeolites (686 and 413 m2/g for zeolite 

M and P, respectively) are much higher than the corresponding t-plot values (259 and 160 m2/g). The 

BET surface values have little physical sense for zeolitic materials, since they do not represent real 
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geometrical surface, but they combine contributions from the micropore volume and external surface 

area. 

In the case shown in Figure 12 the theoretical BET isotherm obtained for the modified zeolite is in good 

agreement with the experimental data, but for the parent zeolite a completely unrealistic trend is found 

(Figure 12A, the red line) due to negative value of the C constant. This flaw may be corrected by 

adjustment of the fitting range to lower pressure values (p/po = 0.03-0.12) according to the 

recommendation of Rouquerol,220 but even then the BET surface area remains unreasonably high (442 

m2/g). 

    

Figure 12 Application of the BET method for determination of the specific surface area of MCM-56 

zeolites: parent (P) and modified by swelling with HDTMA-OH/Cl and pillaring with TEOS (M).219 Red 

points denote the data used in calculation, green or red line – the resulting BET functions (A: nonlinear, 

B: linearized) calculated from the fitting parameters.  

Determination of the pore size distributions (PSD) of hierarchical layered materials is usually a difficult 

task, as they typically contain both micropores and mesopores. The PSD methods most often used are 

the HK (Horvath-Kawazoe),221 derived for slit-like micropores in carbon materials and the BJH (Barrett–

Joyner–Halenda),222 developed for cylindrical mesopores in silica. Despite their limitations as well as 

numerous variants and improvements223-226 proposed as alternatives in the literature, the HK and BJH 

remain the standard industry methods227 and are widely used in research. However, these methods (or 

any other ones developed specially for micro- or mesopores) cannot be used for porosity analysis of 

materials containing the intermediate pores (of ca. 2 nm in size), such as porous clay heterostructures or 

pillared zeolites. Only the methods based on density functional theory (DFT)228 may cover the whole 

range of the pores involved in physisorption of N2 or Ar. Although they were successfully applied in 

characterization of pillared clays229, 230 and zeolites,228 they are rarely used in research.  

Another problem concerning determination of PSD for materials containing micropores results from 

relatively strong quadrupole interactions of N2 molecules with ions or dipoles present on their surface. 

Due to these interactions the profiles of filling the micropores with N2 molecules do not reflect their size 

distribution. Therefore for polar microporous materials like zeolites the use of Ar as adsorbate in 

B A 
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physisorption measurements is recommended.231 Some of the material classes are discussed individually 

below. 

10.1 Clays 

Unmodified clays exhibit little porosity, as they contain no intrinsic micropores within the layers and the 

layers are closely held together by electrostatic interactions. Typical N2 adsorption data for the pristine 

clays resemble low intensity type isotherms II (Figure 9), sometimes with long and narrow H4 hysteresis 

loop, corresponding to the mesopores formed between the plate-like particles. Usually they have low 

BET surface area (2-30 m2/g), while larger values (up to 300m2/g) are observed for highly dispersed clay 

particles. 232 

Porosity of clays changes considerably upon modifications. Acid treatment may lead to delamination of 

the original layered crystals, resulting in huge increase of the specific surface area (e.g. from 21 to 335 

m2/g) and formation of large mesopores, generated by smaller packets of layers arranged disorderly.233 

Pillaring with metal cation oligomers followed by calcination introduces metal oxide species between 

the layers, thus generating the interlayer pores (supermicropores and narrow mesopores) as described 

above. Porosity of such systems depends on many parameters, including type of the clay (especially 

charge density of the layers), type and content of the metal as well as chemistry of oligomeric cations 

used for pillaring (see Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13 Examples of N2 adsorption isotherms for montmorillonite pillared with different metal 

oxides.234 

N2 adsorption isotherms typical for the pillared clays (Figure 13) may be regarded as combinations of 

types Ib and IIb. The initial step of the isotherms indicates presence of considerable micropore volume 

(the highest for alumina pillared clays, Al-PILC), while the slope of the intermediate parts reveals 

relatively high external surface area (especially for Ti-PILC and FeCr-PILC). Large hysteresis loops 

resulting from irreversible adsorption and desorption in the interparticle mesopores reflect hierarchical 

structure of these materials.  
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Typical values of the BET surface area for pillared montmorillonites are in the range of 220-380 m2/g,235, 

236 but the external surface areas are smaller (30-70 m2/g).234 Values of the micropore volume do not 

exceed 0.15 cm3/g.235 Pore sizes, generally limited by the interlayer separation (gallery height) and pillar-

pillar distances, are usually equal to 0.8-0.9 nm.234, 235 For some metals oxides as pillars (e.g. TiO2 or 

Fe2O3-Cr2O3) larger micropores (1.4-1.7 nm) have been found. 235, 237 

Porous clay heterostructures (PCH) are formed by pillaring with silica, formed by hydrolysis TEOS, of 

layered clay precursors (natural or synthetic) that were treated (pre-swollen) with a cationic surfactant. 

This swelling procedure is more efficient in terms of interlayer separation, as is not controlled by charge 

density  of the layers. Typical gallery height in PCH is about 1.5-3 nm and this is also the size range of 

pores formed between the layers.  

N2 adsorption isotherms characteristic for PCH materials are qualitatively similar to those observed for 

pillared clays. However, their gas uptake is much higher indicating larger pore volume and surface areas 

of these materials. Typical BET surface area values for PCHs are about 500 - 1100 m2/g and the total 

pore volumes are about 0.50 - 1.00 cm3/g.238-240 Moreover, in addition to the initial steps at very low 

pressure corresponding to adsorption in the micropores, there is considerable increase of the sorbate 

uptake in the p/po range 0.02 - 0.25, which indicates presence of small mesopores.  

Figure 14 illustrates difficulties in pore size analysis of micro-mesoporous materials like PCHs. The PSDs 

calculated from the isotherms using both the Horvath-Kawazoe and BJH methods, confirm presence of 

micropores and mesopores as well as continuity of their size distribution. However, drawing conclusion 

about the actual pore sizes based on these plots is problematical due to well know drawbacks of the HK 

and BJH methods, hence for precise pore size analysis using Ar as adsorbate and application of the 

NLDFT method would provide more realistic values.  

 

Figure 14  PSDs calculated using the HK and BJH methods of the PCH materials synthesized from 

montmorillonite (PMH) and saponite (PSH) and their derivatives with Al grafted on the surface.238 

10.2 Hierarchical layered zeolites 

Hierarchical materials derived from lamellar zeolitic precursors like MCM-22P exhibit more complex 

porosity than pillared clays or porous clay heterostructures, due to intrinsic microporosity of the 

individual layers. However, this complexity is not always evident. N2 adsorption isotherm obtained for 
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the 3D MCM-22 zeolite obtained by calcination of the lamellar MCM-22P precursor is very close to type 

Ia, characteristic for microporous materials.215, 241 The only divergence from this typical profile is the step 

with hysteresis loop, observed in the high pressure range (p/po = 0.8-1.0), corresponding to the capillary 

condensation in the interparticle mesopores. The isotherm obtained for the delaminated ITQ-2 material  

is more complex. In addition to the micropores and interparticle mesopores it suggest presence of 

narrow mesopores resulting in a step at p/po = 0.5, with large surface area and volume. Porosity of ITQ-

2, with BET surface area 840 m2/g and mesopore volume of 0.853 cm3/g is considerably enhanced in 

comparison of MCM-22 (with of 453 m2/g and 0.169 cm3/g, respectively).241 

Another example of hierarchical zeolites from MWW family is the pillared zeolite MCM-36, synthesized 

in a similar way as PCHs.242 Adsorption isotherms of N2 and Ar for this material (Figure 15) are slightly 

similar to those found for ITQ-2, but lower slope of the isotherm and step in the low pressure range 

corresponding to narrow mesopores indicate smaller mesopore volume and surface area (of 0.26 cm3/g 

and 586 m2/g, respectively).    

 

Figure 15 Ar adsorption isotherms observed for MCM-22 and MCM-36 zeolites, adopted from ref. 242 

High resolution pore size distributions, calculated using state-of-the-art NLDFT method from Ar 

adsorption isotherms for the pillared MWW zeolites, confirm presence of uniform micropores within the 

zeolitic layers as well as larger pores, which exhibit much broader spread of sizes, extending from the 

wide micropore to the narrow mesopore range.  

Another family of hierarchical layered zeolites is based on MFI nanosheets, synthesized with use of 

special templates, preventing formation of 3D zeolitic framework. In addition to the micropores, both 

materials exhibit possess high surface area and mesopore volume (505 m2/g and 0.57 cm3/g for the non-

pillared material, 615 m2/g and 0.44 cm3/g for the pillared one).37 For the pillared nanosheets 
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remarkably uniform mesopores were observed, while non-pillared material exhibit much broader size 

distribution due to disordered pore structure. 

10.3 Non-conventional pore characterization methods 

The above methods based on static gas adsorption are not sufficient for complete characterization of 

systems with complex pore structures, which are often generated in hierarchic materials. Alternative 

approaches have shown in the past to answer questions that could not be resolved by the conventional 

techniques. Dynamic adsorption of hydrocarbons is one of them and was applied to characterization of 

zeolites with different pores sizes.243 It was found to be very useful in confirming the nature of MCM-36 

as the pillared zeolite without contamination with mesoporous MCM-41-like phase.41  

Another useful technique called quasi-equilibrated desorption employs normal and isoalkanes as well as 

cyckloalkanes as probe molecules for porosity characterization. Based on thermodesorption profiles 

(exhibiting features attributed to the micropores, mesopores and external surface) it is possible to 

calculate values of the micro- and mesopore volume, as well as the mesopore size distributions.244 By 

using specially chosen probe molecule (2,2-dimethyloctane) the amount of surface 12-ring cups in 

hierarchical MWW zeolites could be quantified.219 

11. Characterization by IR spectroscopy and catalytic reactions  

The layered materials discussed in this review are of practical interest because of their acid/base or 

redox activity, which may be inherent or introduced during modification. Hierarchic materials are 

prepared for the purpose of improving of the original properties of the primary layered products, 

especially deficiencies like catalyst deactivation due to confined space, constrained molecular diffusion 

efficiency, or poor accessibility for bulky molecules. There is also the potential for adverse effects 

associated with the creation of more open structures like the possibility diminished stability of the active 

sites and structures. 

11.1 Clays 

The specific structure of different clays imposes several types of acidities. The interlayer cations are 

hydrated and autodissociation of coordinated water gives rise to weak Brønsted acidity (presence of 

hydronium ions). Metal atoms within the clay layers, such as Al, Mg or transition elements may be 

coordinatively unsaturated, and act as Lewis acid sites. Because of their acidity, clays have been used as 

industrial catalysts, especially as petroleum cracking catalysts, for many years245 but have been replaced 

with zeolites as the principal active components. In recent decades clays were mainly investigated for 

their application in acid-catalyzed reactions such as:246 ethylation, alkylation, isomerization, 

esterification, hydrodealkylation, hydro-dehydrogenation, ring opening, etc. A second main area of use 

is for polymerization and as polymer additives. Other applications include NOx abatement, Fischer-

Tropsch reaction, cracking of waste plastics, selective oxidation, and synthesis of fine chemicals.246 

The first attempts to increase surface area and thus accessibility of the active centers of the original 

clays involved acid treatment to produce formation of pores by dissolution. This results in exposure of 

the central layer, thus increasing availability of different cations located in that layer. The Si-OH-Si 
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groups can sporadically have Al-for-Si substitutions, generating strong Brønsted acid groups and, after 

dehydroxylation, strong Lewis acid sites. All of these features result in relatively high catalytic activity of 

the modified clay catalysts247. The acid treatment of clays was difficult to control and other methods of 

generating strong acidity and increased porosity have been developed. Pillaring with the Al-Keggin ion, 

Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12
7+ that was introduced in the 1970s248 generated high porosity and new catalytically 

active sites.  

The intercalation of clays with solutions containing two or more cations can lead to formation of pillared 

layered clays (PILC) with improved thermal, adsorptive, and catalytic properties. The first, easily 

polymerizing cation is usually Al. The second is added in small quantity and includes Ga, La, Si, Fe, Cr, 

Mn, Ti. Such mixed-cations PILC were used for numerous reactions, starting with isomerization or 

disproportionation, requiring the presence of acid sites of relatively mild strength, through more 

demanding alkylation and cracking reactions, and finally application in some deep oxidation reactions.249  

Acidity of PILC was usually measured by ammonia-TPD or IR techniques (pyridine, ammonia 

adsorption250,251), and showed the presence of both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, in different 

proportions. Generally, it is believed that Brønsted acidity is mainly coming from structural hydroxyl 

groups in the clay layer, while Lewis acidity is attributed to the metal oxide pillars.252 For pillared Ga-Al 

hectorite, it was showed by pyridine adsorption, that besides strong Brønsted sites, there were two 

different types of Lewis-acid sites: weaker ones on the surface of the exposed clay layers, and stronger 

on the surface of pillars.253 

IR spectroscopy has been also the method of choice, very often in combination with TPD, for 

investigating the dehydration and dehydroxylation of clays and pillared clays.254 The analysis has been 

focused  in the stretching O-H region (3900-3300 cm-1), bending OH characteristic of molecular water 

(ca. 1630-1650 cm-1) and in the skeletal region (below 1200 cm-1). IR, together with NMR spectroscopy 

can be used to follow the mechanism of rearrangement of Al-octahedra as part of pillar formation 

during high temperature treatment.  

Metal-containing PILCs were used for the wet oxidation of waste in water using H2O2 as oxidant,255 

which is the reaction occurring through the Fenton (or Fenton-like) mechanism. They show good rate of 

conversion of the pollutants and negligible leaching of the cations.256 Although it is said that addition of 

pillars is enhancing the catalytic activity of the parent clays, Centi246 points out that PILC-based materials 

are used as commercially catalysts only in few cases and clays, not pillared clays are preferential 

additives for commercial cracking catalysts. 

In the work of Bagshaw et al.257 surface acidities of alumina-, zirconia-, and titania-pillared clays 

(montmorillonite, synthetic mica-montmorillonite, rectorite) together with their unpillared parent forms 

were studied using FTIR method with pyridine as the probe molecule. The authors found that Lewis acid 

sites were present on the pillar surfaces, while Brønsted sites were present both on the pillar surfaces 

and the layers of the parent clay. While alumina-pillared clays exhibited both Lewis and Brønsted acidity 

(associated with the pillars), zirconia- and titania-pillared clays had Lewis acidity and Brønsted sites 

located on the exposed clay surfaces and pillar-to-clay layer bonding sites. The overall acidity of 

alumina-pillared rectorite was the strongest of the pillared clays studied, while the acidity of zirconia-

pillared montmorillonite was the weakest.  
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The review by Tomlinson258 gives an overview of different techniques for characterizing the properties 

of clays, pillared clays and metal(IV) phosphonates. Apart from the results from IR (acidity) and Si or Al 

MAS NMR (local environment of the Si or Al atoms) measurements, the range of catalytic test reactions 

(catalytic activity) is presented259, 260. One of the most commonly used reaction for discrimination of the 

relative Brønsted acidity (activity) is cracking/isomerization of heptane or m-xylene disproportionation. 

Other reactions, discriminating between the presence of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites are isopropanol 

or ethanol decomposition.261  

11.2 Layered double hydroxides (LDH) 

Layered double hydroxides (LDH), the most common of which is hydrotalcite (HT), possess positively 

charged dense layers with compensating anions in the interlayer space. The following cations can be 

present in the layer M2+ = Ca2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Ni2+, Mn2+, Co2+ or Fe2+ and M3+= Al3+, Cr3+, Mn3+,Fe3+, Ga3+, 

Co3+ or Ni3+.262. These materials occur in nature but are mostly synthesized in the laboratory. During 

thermal treatment hydrotalcites transform through amorphous oxide to a crystalline spinel-like oxides. 

These last oxides reveal a memory effect and during catalytic reaction they may convert to a structure 

similar to the starting HT.263  

Spectroscopic methods are very useful for characterization of the LDHs. Braterman et al.264 

recommended strongly the use of IR spectroscopy as a routine method of characterization for 

application directly after the synthesis: using the framework absorption bands to check quality of the 

material and following the characteristic IR bands to confirm presence of the anion. The level of 

hydration and the status (the mode of bonding) of interlamellar water as well as the presence of 

hydroxyl groups may be also conveniently studied by this method. IR can be also used to follow 

intercalation of anions, both organic and inorganic, to determine not only their presence, location and 

quantity but also orientation, form, and symmetry may be investigated.    

Anionic clays (LDH) are usually synthesized by the co-precipitation method. Prinetto et al.265 investigated 

the influence of the type and ratio of M2+ and M3+ cations, the type of interlayer anions, and activation 

conditions on the acidity/basicity of LDHs and their derived mixed oxides with the materials obtained by 

the sol-gel route. LDHs containing the most common cations, divalent Mg2+ or Ni2+ and trivalent Al3+, 

were studied. The authors used the parallel study: TPD together with FT-IR spectroscopy with the same 

molecules (CO2 and NH3). They showed that in all cases the sample possessed both basic (O2- atoms and 

Mn+-O2- pairs) and Lewis-type (Al3+ in Mg-containing materials and Al3+ and Ni2+ in Ni-containing 

materials) acidic sites of medium-high strength. They proved that relative amounts of basic and acidic 

sites strongly depend on the nature of the divalent cation: Mg-containing mixed oxides had higher 

amount and strength of the basic sites. The authors followed also the influence of the synthesis method 

(sol-gel vs. co-precipitation) on the acid-basic properties of the resulting LDHs, showing that sol-gel 

method gives materials with higher concentration of the basic sites but increased amount of defects. 

Higher activation temperature resulted in decrease of the surface basicity mainly due to segregation of 

alumina phases and/or the formation of inverse spinel domains. The nature of the interlayer anions, 

decomposing during thermal treatment pointed to higher basicity of mixed oxides obtained by 

decomposition of carbonate-exchanged LDHs and detrimental effect of Cl— anions, able to substitute for 

lattice oxygens.  
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Intercalation is applied to introduce or change the chemical, electronic, optical, and magnetic features 

of parent LDH materials, which are used more as the layered carriers for active components than as 

active material themselves.  Various anions have been intercalated into LDH including halides,  OH-, 

CO3
2-, SO4

2- ClO3
-, SiO(OH)3

-, phthalocyanines, various polyoxometalates and numerous anionic 

complexes. The synthesis and characterization of polymer intercalated LDH was reviewed by Leroux and 

Besse.266 The intercalation of biologically active materials has been recently reported in the literature 

including porphyrins,267 nucleotide phosphates,268 and therapeutic agents.269  

In catalysis, several commercial catalysts for partial oxidation and steam reforming of hydrocarbons, 

alcohol synthesis, methanation reaction and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis are based on hydrotalcite 

materials.270 Catalytic potential of LDH comes from the presence of intrinsic basic and redox(metal) sites 

and can be tailored  to fit a specific reaction. Both functionalities may exist at the same time, thus 

hydrotalcites are potential bifunctional redox-base catalysts.    

11.3 Layered zirconium phosphates 

Crystalline zirconium phosphates of the general formula Zr(HPO4)2H2O
271 differ from clays in high 

concentration of P-OH groups located on the surface of layers (1 POH per 0.24 nm2). For α-zirconium 

phosphate the P-OH groups extend perpendicular to the layers and are hydrogen-bonded to water. The 

layers are held together only by van der Waals interactions. In γ-zirconium phosphates, two different 

phosphate groups are present, one fully deprotonated and one which retains two protons. Water forms 

continuous network of hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl groups of the layers. In both cases the 

protons, although acidic, are not directly used as acid centers for catalytic reaction due to insufficient 

free space between the layers (2.6 Å) and all catalytic activity stems from the external surfaces. For 

catalytic purposes, layered Zr-phosphates have to be functionalized first, e.g. pillared.  

Wan et al.272 pillared the α-zirconium phosphates with organic molecules (phenyl, diphenyl and 

dimethylphenyl). They found that the BET surface areas increased with the increasing size and number 

of organic groups in the interlayer space. α-Zirconium phosphate pillared by diphenyl adsorbed 

isopropanol, which was undergoing decomposition that took place mainly in the interlayer region of this 

catalyst. The dehydration of isopropanol to propylene was the primary reaction for all of the 

investigated catalysts. Layered phosphates pillared with aluminium, chromium, zirconium and silicon 

oxides were catalytically active for many reactions, such as dehydration, polymerization, cracking, 

dehydrogenation and selective oxidation.273 Pillared α-zirconium phosphates were also obtained with 

mixed oxides of Al–Si, Cr–Si and Fe–Si. They were thermally stable up to 773 K with interlayer spaces 

between 1.39 and 1.55 nm, BET areas of 152–243 m2/g and pore volumes 0.075–0.115 cm3/g. Due to 

their high surface acidity equal to 0.79–1.64 mmol/g (tested by NH3-TPD method) they were active in 

acid-catalyzed reactions such as isopropanol dehydration and toluene disproportionation.273 Quite 

recently274 alkyl/aryl functionalized porous pillared-zirconium phosphates  with BET ~600 m2/g, pore 

volumes 0.46–0.96 cm3/g, and total acidities equal to 2.45–2.90 mmol/g  were tested for alkylation of 

hydroquinone and esterification of lauric acid in liquid phase showing not particularly high activity. 

11.4 Layered transition metal oxides 
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The layered metal oxides are exemplified by manganate (Na4Mn14O26xH2O), titanates (Na2Ti3O7, 

K2Ti4O9), niobates (KNb3O8, Ca2Nb3O10) and titanoniobate (KTiNbO5).
275 They can afford pillared 

derivatives that are porous and possess high surface areas. Similarly to pillared clays, the pillars can 

introduce new functionalities and at the same time retain the original chemical properties of the layers. 

It was observed that Al-pillared derivatives generally had higher acidity than either the Si-pillared or 

non-pillared layered compounds.276 

Takagaki at al.277 used HTiNbO5, HTi2NbO7, and HTiTaO5 nanosheets to catalyze esterification of acetic 

acid and hydrolysis of ethyl acetate, which are reactions running on the Brønsted acid sites, and the 

performance was better than HZSM-5 zeolite and comparable with that of the niobium acid Nb2O5nH2O. 
1H MAS NMR data attributed catalytic activity of these nanosheets to strong Brønsted acid sites: 

Ti(OH)Nb5+ or Ti(OH)Ta5+. Such strong acid sites were formed exclusively on the surface of the 

nanosheets prepared by exfoliation-aggregation of the protonated-layered transition-metal oxides. By 
1H MAS NMR and TGA it was found that the concentration of strong acid sites Ti(OH)M on HTiNbO5, 

HTi2NbO7, and HTiTaO5 nanosheets was equal to 0.39, 0.36, and 0.37 mmol/g.  

11.5 Layered silicates 

One of the most characteristic features of layered silicates (known also as metal silicate hydrates) is the 

fact that the number of ≡Si-OH groups on the layer surface is independent of the number of the ≡Si-O-

Si≡ bridges inside their dense layer. The density of surface ≡Si-OH groups determines many properties of 

layered silicates as all chemistry of these materials is taking place in the interlayer space. A silicate layer 

can consist of one sheet of [SiO3OH] tetrahedra or may be produced by condensation of several such 

tetrahedral mono-layers. The complete layers can be held together by electrostatic forces, hydrogen 

bonds and van der Waals forces, since Si-OH groups, metal cations and water molecules are occupying 

the interlayer space. Acidities of surface Si-OH groups are rather moderate (in comparison to zeolites), 

and have been measured278 by the adsorption of Hammett indicators, showing H0 values in the range -5 

to 1.5 (equivalent 75% and 0.2% H2SO4). It should be pointed out that dye molecules used as indicators 

cannot penetrate the interlayer galleries and thus only the surface acidity of the crystals was measured.  

Layered silicates may be intercalated, swelled and delaminated, regardless of their layer thickness or 

charge density. Nature of the swelling agent, pH and temperature play an important role in all these 

processes.198 Intercalated layered silicates are being investigated for other than catalysis-related 

applications, for example, selective adsorption of Zn2+ from seawater279 and highly selective adsorption 

of CO2.
280 

11.6 Layered zeolites 

The discovery of layered zeolite precursors was recognized as the opportunity to combine the well-

known high activity of traditional 3D zeolites with the structural flexibility of layered materials. The 

particular goal was the preparation of highly active materials, which now are called hierarchical, 

combining high activity and mesopores. The pillared MCM-22 precursor denoted MCM-36 provided the 

first example. Layered zeolites were expected to solve the problem of limited usefulness of 2D solids in 

catalytic applications because of weak acid activity of the layers, poor hydrothermal stability and 

complex preparation methodology15, 275. 
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Hierarchical layered zeolites require special methods of characterization to distinguish their standard 

activity from that arising from enhanced external surfaces. This has been approached using carefully 

chosen probe-molecules for FTIR spectroscopy and test reactions in order to distinguish centers located 

inside from those located outside of the microporous network. There are three bulky probe molecules 

that are usually applied for this purpose in the FTIR spectroscopy – 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine (2,6-DTBPy), 

2,4-dimethylquinoline (2,4-DMQ, occasionally substituted by the less bulky 2,6-DMQ) and 2,4,6-

trimethylpyridine (2,4,6-TMPy, γ-collidine). All of these molecules are not able to penetrate the 

micropores with the diameter 0.5-0.6 nm and below, and have specific IR maxima when protonated or 

interacting with Lewis acid sites. For quantitative studies, the values of absorption coefficient of the 

specific bands have been used, and the available data are listed in Table 5. For 2,6-DTBPy the absorption 

coefficients of pyridine IR bands281 are often used282.  

Table 5 Absorption coefficients based on intensities or integrated intensities of IR maxima characteristic 
of bulky probe molecules that are used to study adsorption on external acid sites. 

Molecule Frequency, cm-1 Absorption coefficient, ε 

2,4-DMQ283 1647  3.3 ± 0.2 cm/μmol 
2,6-DMQ283 1547  

1649 
0.5 ± 0.1 cm/μmol 
2.2 ± 0.6 cm/μmol 

2,6-DTBPy284 1630 0.5 cm/μmol  
5.3 cm2/μmol 

2,4,6-TMPy285 1632–1648 10.1 cm/μmol 
2,4,6-TMPy286 1635 0.62 cm2/μmol 

8.1 cm/μmol 

 

The same bulky molecules are also used, due to their basic characters, to selectively poison external acid 

sites during investigation of catalytic reactions. For poisoning studies the range of molecules that can be 

useful is much wider, since the requirement for appropriate spectroscopic properties are no longer 

applicable and it is more important to ensure that base molecules remain chemisorbed at the reaction 

conditions.  

Hierarchical materials derived from layered zeolites are very promising because of the high acidity and 

catalytic activity of their parent zeolite frameworks. The excellent case study is provided by the 

framework MWW, which is found in many forms with high Al content and activity. Majority of the 

layered forms of other zeolite frameworks have very low Al content. The pillared zeolite obtained from 

the MCM-22P layered precursor, designated MCM-36, was the first example of expanded zeolite 

structure.41  The layers are separated by about 2.5 nm by amorphous silica pillars that contain neither 

strong Brønsted acid sites nor Lewis acid sites. Despite that MCM-36 performance as catalyst in the very 

demanding alkylation of isobutane/butane is much superior to the parent zeolite MCM-22. Detailed 

characterization of the acidity of MCM-36 samples was carried out by Laforge et al.287 The authors 

identified acidic OH groups located in supercages (IR band at 3621 cm-1) and in sinusoidal channels (IR 

band at 3608 cm-1). The amount of the former was ca. 7 times smaller for MCM-36 than MCM-22 

(parent sample), which is consistent with extensive interlayer separation. It was also shown that 60 to 

75% of the protonic acid sites of MCM-36 should be located in the surface cups, with majority being 
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open to the mesopores and/or supermicropores created by pillaring. This paper was also the first to 

suggest that frequency of the IR bands of Si-OH-Al groups are different when located in full supercages 

between condensed layers from their analogues present in the half-cup (pocket) at the external surface 

of the layer. The concentration of Brønsted acid centers decreased but there was no corresponding 

increase of the Lewis site concentration. Other publications288 showed that pillaring was having no effect 

on the concentration of Lewis acid sites, while decreasing the total concentration of Brønsted sites and 

increasing the amount of the Brønsted sites located at the external surfaces of the pillared zeolite 

(probed with di-tert-butylpiridine). He et al.289, used 2,2,4-trimethylpentane as the probe molecule for IR 

studies and showed that with MCM-36 about 10% of the present Brønsted acid sites interacted with 

2,2,4-TMP, compared to ca. 1% for MCM-22. This indicated that even if only a fraction of the overall acid 

centers was accessible through the mesopore interpillaring space it was still improvement in comparison 

to the conventional zeolite MCM-22.  

Recent publication by Liu et al. 290 reported quantitative comparisons of the reaction rates per active site 

at the external surfaces. For this purpose, the MWW and MFI zeolites as well as their pillared or self-

pillared forms, were tested using the liquid phase parallel catalytic conversions of benzyl alcohol: 

etherification to dibenzyl ether and alkylation to 1,3,5-trimethyl-2-benzylbenzene. It was observed that 

enhancement of the external surface structure altered substantially the reaction rates and selectivities, 

pointing to the importance of external Brønsted acid sites for the course of both reactions. Both of the 

parallel reactions occurred exclusively on the external surface of pillared MWW catalysts with alkylation 

being favored over etherification. In the case of pillared MFI, etherification was favored and occurred on 

both internal and external surface, while alkylation occurred exclusively on the external surface. The 

authors also concluded that "the methodology can be extended to other zeolite types and may lead to 

finding even larger differences of external surface reactivity for reactions of bulky molecules." 

Pillared MWW material obtained from MCM-56 (Si/Al = 12/1), was investigated by Zhang et al.291 The 

pillaring produced decreased concentration of Al (Si/Al=26), decreased concentration of both Brønsted 

and Lewis acid sites detected with pyridine, and increased BET area of 834 m2/g.  

Maheshwari et al.202 presented swelling procedure that would result in reduced loss of crystallinity and 

dissolution of the crystalline phase. The method was based on swelling of MCM-22(P) at room 

temperature. The treatment did not disrupt the framework connectivity present in the parent material. 

By extensive washing with water, the low-temperature swollen material gave a new ordered layered 

structure, for which the HRTEM images showed well-ordered layers with an expanded interlayer 

distance relative to MCM-22(P). Low-temperature swelling was reversible, restoring MCM-22(P) by 

acidification of the sample. The swollen material could also be pillared to produce MCM-36 which 

retained the long range order. The Si/Al ratio for new swollen material was 43.2, which was about the 

same as for the parent sample (46.7) and much better than for high-temperature swollen zeolite (11.8).  

Interestingly, it was shown that the room temperature swollen material could not be delaminated by 

ultrasonication to produce ITQ-2. Room temperature swelling is also inadequate for MCM-22P with high 

Al content, which is critical for maximizing catalytic activity.292 In contrast, MCM-56 with comparable 

high Al content but proposed to be unilamellar,  swells readily not only at ambient temperature293 but 
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using NaOH as the source of high pH needed for swelling.292 IR measurements confirmed high acid site 

concentration in MCM-56 but the swelling and pillaring result in their reduction by about 30%.204 

Another key hierarchical layered material is identified as ITQ-2 - delaminated MWW with proposed 

house-of-card structure44 but it was also stated that "the inherent structural complexity of ITQ-2 poses 

many problems when attempting to provide an all-encompassing, quantitative model of its structure". It 

is generally accepted that idealized ITQ-2 material should consist of thin MWW sheets (2.5 nm thick) 

randomly dispersed in 3D, with large external surface area. Such 'all surface' material may be vulnerable 

to dealumination at all stages of production (especially calcination). Additionally, Narkhede et al.294 

showed, by using pair distribution function (PDF), that ITQ-2 sheets are usually curved and curled, which 

results in poor periodicity of the nanosheet, and limited structural coherence. All these factors strongly 

influence not only the total amount of acidic sites but also ratio between Brønsted (BAS) and Lewis (LAS) 

centers. The acidities reported for ITQ-2 in literature vary considerably: Si/Al=50 - 193 μmol/g (BAS+LAS, 

Py-IR)295; Si/Al=  12.2 – 409 μmol/g by NH3-TPD and 203 μmol/g (BAS only, Py-IR); Si/Al= 19 – 0.62 

mmol/g by NH3-TPD and 110 (BAS) + 125 (LAS) μmol/g (Py-IR)296; Si/Al=15 – 0.81 mmol/g by NH3-TPD 

and Si/Al=30 – 0.53 mmol/g by NH3-TPD;297 Si/Al= 15 – 69 (BAS) + 33 (LAS) μmol/g (Py-IR).298 

Catalytic activity was measured in n-decane cracking and experiment showed similar rate constants for 

MCM-22 and ITQ-2 (Si/Al= 50) and also in reactions of more bulky molecules (di-isopropylbenzene and 

vacuum gasoil) where the beneficiary role of the enhanced external surface was more prominent (ITQ-2 

was reported to be more active and selective than the MCM-22, yielding more of the gasoline and diesel 

products and less gas and coke).  

Rodrigues et al.299 and Kikhtyanin et al.300 studied the formation of coke in the comparative studies of 

MCM-22, pillared MCM-36 and delaminated ITQ-2. In both studies it was found that the hierarchization 

of the structure prevented excessive coke formation and the catalyst life-time was substantially 

increased. Two types of coke is generally formed during most of the acid-catalyzed reactions, so-called 

'soluble' (light) and 'insoluble' (polyaromatic, heavy) coke. Rodrigues showed, using 13C NMR 

spectroscopy, that formation of the heavier, polyaromatic coke occurred mainly inside the micropores, 

blocking the internal active sites and causing loss in conversion. Kikhtyanin carried out oxidation of the 

coked catalyst, which showed that lamellar hierarchical zeolites accumulated more of the light coke 

(easier oxidizing) than their 3D counterparts. The evaluations were also carried out with re-used 

samples. The furfural conversion over re-used (coked and washed with ethanol before reaction) MCM-

36 samples decreased to about 5-7% from about 30-35% obtained over the fresh catalysts while for re-

used MCM-22 and MCM-49 conversion dropped to 33-38% from the original 55-60%. The authors 

suggest that the formation of coke that is poorly soluble in ethanol occurred in the cups located on the 

external surface of MWW monolayers and in the mesoporous pillared space. This mechanism is opposite 

to the one proposed by Rodrigues.  

There are some interesting features that are connected with the formation of ITQ-2. Góra-Marek et 

al.301 investigated the acidity of MCM-22 and ITQ-2 of Si/AI = 15 and 50, obtained from the same 

precursors by means of IR spectroscopy, using CO, N2 and NH3 as probe-molecules and compared the 

results with NH3-TPD experiment. They found 4.0 H+/u.c. for ITQ-2 with Si/Al=15 (theoretical H+/u.c.=4.5) 

and 1.3 H+/u.c. for ITQ-2 with Si/Al=50 (theoretical H+/u.c.=1.4). What was interesting is that the value of 
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absorption coefficients for Si-OH-Al groups with IR maximum at 3620-24 cm-1 changed from 3.29 

cm/μmol for MCM-22 to 1.02-1.04 cm/μmol for ITQ-2. Such change in the value of the absorption 

coefficient implies some important change in the chemical and/or geometrical environment of the acidic 

center. Onida302 compared ITQ-2 with MCM-22 and showed that no substantial loss in Brønsted acidity 

took place as a result of exfoliation (total acidity measured by ammonia sorption remained unchanged). 

At the same time the intensity of the IR band at 3624 cm-1 was much lower than expected for such 

acidity. Authors proposed conversion of the bridged Si-OH-Al exposed at the external surfaces into AlOH 

acidic species.  

Turning now to the IEZ forms of layered zeolites, the study of Inagaki et al.303  showed, by NH3-TPD that 

all types of IEZ-MWW materials obtained by silylation in the ammonium salts solutions retained the 

original acidity (in terms of the overall concentration of acid sites) of the parent MCM-22 zeolite (0.46 

mmol/g), in the range  0.35 to 0.41 mmol/g. The acid strength of Al-IEZ-MWW was ca. 154 kJ/mol, quite 

close to that of Al-MWW (156 kJ/mol).304  

The syntheses of interlayer expanded zeolites are usually carried out in acid solutions with a silylating 

agent, DEDMS (diethoxydimethylsilane), which becomes anchored between the layers. The acid 

environment causes dealumination decreasing the concentration of acid sites and consequently 

affecting catalytic activity. One of the first method of preventing dealumination was vapor phase 

silylation of Al-MWW(P) with dichlorodimethylsilane305, and preparation of Al-YNU-1 from deboronated 

MWW.306 

Quite recently, two new methods of silylation have been published, both leading to a material with 

preserved acidity. The first one was a “two-step” silylation treatment with DEDMS, first in 0.1 M HNO3 

and then in 1.0 M NH3aq or water303. In the second method, silylation was conducted under weakly 

acidic conditions (pH 5 to 7) in aqueous solutions of various ammonium salts304. This method resulted in 

crystalline MCM-22-IEZ zeolites with increased BET area (460-505 vs. 381 m2/g for MCM-22) and 

preserved acidity (0.35-0.41 vs. 0.46 mmol/g in MCM-22). The IEZ materials did not exhibit superior 

catalytic performance in the acylation of anisole and subsequent acid treatment (resulting in some 

dealumination) was necessary to improve their catalytic activity. It was suggested that acid treatment 

led to the change in distribution of Al species in the framework, forming catalytically active sites that 

improved the performance. The authors applied 27Al MQMAS NMR technique to attribute each cross-

section in the 27Al MQMAS NMR spectrum to a specific T-site, but to date the clarification of the 

relationship between Al distribution and catalytic performance is still under investigation.  

Other examples of silylation of layered zeolite precursors include the SOD precursor RUB-51 reacted 

with tetrachlorosilane (SiCl4)
307 and RUB-39 precursor to RRO.308  

The preparation of IEZ materials with elements other than silica can introduce additional activity but is 

not as easy to carry out successfully. The formation of –O-Fe-O– bridges was tried by adding iron(III) salt 

(FeCl36H2O) to the layered precursor material aiming at incorporation of Fe as isolated, catalytically 

active sites linking the layers of a zeolite precursor.309 The procedure is applicable to both purely 

siliceous and Al-containing precursors with ferrierite layers, resulting in materials IEZ-type materials  

designated COE-4/Fe or Al-COE-4/Fe. Both materials show similar d-spacing of 11.7 Å compared to 11.2 

Å in the layered precursor and the iron content of ca. 0.5 wt%, with UV-Vis band characteristic for 
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isomorphously substituted Fe in the framework positions. Acidity of the resulting samples is negligible 

(pyridine adsorption followed by IR): BAS concentration 4 μmol/g, LAS concentration 21 μmol/g for COE-

4/Fe and 23 μmol/g BAS, 32 μmol/g LAS for Al-COE-4/Fe and comparable with the non-expanded 

sample. The structure analysis and refinement supported the suggestion of Fe occupying mostly the 

newly incorporated –O-Fe-O– interlayer bridges.  

12. Miscellaneous preparations of porous materials based on 2D layers  

12.1 Restructuring of layers into ordered mesoporous materials  

The reaction of layered silicate kanemite with hexadecyltrimethylammonium in basic solution produced 

material310 similar to the hexagonal mesoporous silica MCM-41.168 It was postulated that this process 

involved solvent-mediated recrystallization of kanemite and formation of the product by ‘liquid-crystal-

templating’.311 The alternative Folding-Sheet-Mechanism suggested bending of the silicate sheets to 

form the honeycomb-like pattern312 but it is now suggested to involve layered intermediates composed 

of fragmented silicate sheets and alkyltrimethylammonium cations.313 The formation of another novel 

material, KWS-2, that was obtained from alkyltrimethylammonum intercalated kanemite, is likely to 

involve layer bending. The product has unidimensional square channels that are formed upon mild acid 

treatment of the intercalate.314 

12.2 Mesoporous synthetic clays 

These materials are prepared by direct hydrothermal synthesis of a clay in the presence of polymers, 

e.g. for 2 days under reflux .315 The product is a polymer-clay nanocomposite with a proposed ‘house of 

cards’ structure consisting of randomly packed ‘single or small stacks of layers’. The polymer can be 

removed by calcination producing a mesoporous structure.  A representative product properties are 

20% of polymer in the solid, 250 m2/g BET surface area and average pore sizes 4-9 nm but with relatively 

narrow distribution.316 These properties can be tailored by changing the amount of polymer in the 

synthesis mixture (to 30%) and nature of the polymer. Catalytic testing showed good performance as 

support in hydrodesulfurization.317 

 

12.3 Layer-like zeolites 

 

The preparation of layered hierarchical materials is usually carried out by modification of available 

layered precursors. Another type of effort aims to produce layered form of materials with known useful 

properties. It is exemplified by zeolites FAU/EMT and MFI. The former structures are constructed from 

the same hypothetical layer propagated with different stacking related by translation and center of 

inversion.318 This is similar to other framework pairs with the difference that the layered precursors are 

already known and the stacking relationship is translation and a mirror plane.319 These frameworks are 

FER/CDO, NSI/CAS and RRO/HEU. The particular interest in FAU is dictated by its second to none 

preeminence in zeolite catalysis, where its primary crystal form is cuboidal. The formation of FAU 

multilayered, i.e. many unit cells, nanosheets was observed with organic additives such as the 

organosilane 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl hexadecyl dimethyl ammonium chloride(TPHAC).320 The particles 

exhibited a cotton-ball appearance with nanosheets intergrown in the triangular arrangement. The 
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particle size was around 9 micron and their characterization by nitrogen sorption revealed mesopores 

with average dimension equal to 7 nm. It has been shown recently that similar crystal habit and 

morphologies can be also induced by additives like Li2CO3 and zinc nitrate.321 Such organic-free 

syntheses are very attractive because of cost and scale-up potential.  Khaleel et al. reported study of 

FAU-nanosheets forming cuboctahedral assemblies by electron microscopy.322 It was postulated that 

EMT domains within FAU nanosheets were responsible for the observed morphology. 

13  Application opportunities and barriers 

Both the primary layered materials and their hierarchical derivatives show practical benefits as catalysts 

and sorbents in diverse applications, which is well documented including very recent reviews providing 

detailed up to date advances.13, 14, 16, 97 The expected practical value and potential of these hierarchical 

materials arises from the proven usefulness of porous materials in general. The modifiable 2D solids are 

particularly valuable because their porosity can be enhanced allowing better access and diffusion for 

larger reactants and guest molecules. This is regarded as advantage in comparison zeolites, which the 

layered materials are expected to complement in practical uses.200 The additional benefit from the 

modification of layered materials is the potential for tailoring of properties over wide range of 

compositions and different structures. Overall the outlook for the applications of layered materials is 

very promising but the benefits are usually associated with additional synthesis effort and cost, which 

may offset gains in performance.  With this in mind the discussion will focus on those applications and 

materials that may seem most viable for practical implementation in the near future. Before looking at 

the benefits it is useful to consider first the barriers as they are most likely to determine the practical 

prospects. 

The most significant barrier is presented by the additional processing steps during synthesis and the fact 

that the enhancement of performance is often achieved with reagents that may be exotic, expensive 

and not readily available. This is rarely an important factor when trying to ‘prove the principle’ but must 

be a priority if practical implementation is seriously considered. In such cases the designed SDA 

molecules are frequently very difficult or impossible to use for reasons of unavailability in reasonable 

quantities, cost or handling issues. The high material and labor cost make proper validation of the 

perceived benefits particularly important. Literature reports usually provide sufficient evidence to show 

that a hierarchical product is useful for some application and is better in some respect than the starting 

layered precursor. However, the standard of proof becomes much higher in the case of high cost and 

potential production problems. The comparison should be made with the state of the art materials as 

well as alternatives that may be conceived with the knowledge of the improved 2D material. Such 

validation may be difficult because the best materials are often proprietary and unavailable for 

evaluation. Sometimes commercial or industrial samples are available but may not be the best for a 

particular use. There are many grades of the same material, even among zeolites, that are tailored to 

specific use and choosing a proper benchmark is essential. 

It is evident from the consideration of the barriers that low cost and simple preparation are the key to 

practical use of new hierarchical layered materials, at least in the near term. This is because there are 

many varieties of porous materials and frequently good alternatives can be found. Clays provide a good 
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illustration of this points. First are the pillared clays prepared by intercalation of the Al-Keggin ion. The 

synthesis has essentially one additional step and the reagent is not particularly expensive. Practical 

implementation could have been possible but the product failed because of very severe conditions of 

the process in which they were used, i.e. cracking. Another example is provided by the organo-clays, 

which are used as plastic reinforcement. The organic component may represent a significant cost 

increase but the clay additive is only a small part of the product hence the economics are still favorable.   

Layered zeolites are among the most attractive candidates for practical use because their 3D forms are 

already widely used as catalysts and sorbents. Since conventional zeolites are manufactured in large 

quantities the preparation of layered precursors is expected to be readily scalable. Taking into account 

preparation simplicity these forms that can be made in one-step synthesis like the SPP MFI and layer-like 

FAU 2D are of great interest. At the present time the MWW zeolites are particularly attractive as 

essentially the only layered forms available with high Al content, which is critical for high activity. The 

traditional 3D crystals of MWW are already used in commercial process like aromatic alkylation. The 

layered form MCM-56, which appears to be unilamellar has shown higher activity than the commercial 

catalysts for the mentioned aromatic alkylation.16 The disordered multilayered form UZM-8,323 which is 

structurally similar to EMM-10, is also of commercial interest. A different type of benefit was found with 

the IEZ-MWW material. It showed increased uptake of rare earth cations than the conventional 3D form, 

apparently due only to having expanded structure by 0.2 nm.324 The incorporation of multi-charged 

cations has been a big problem with siliceous zeolites. This enhancement is one of the most notable 

manifestation of a benefit resulting from expanded layered structure. The increased incorporation of Ce 

made the IEZ-MWW active for CO oxidation at room temperature.  

The above examples illustrate possibilities for using layered materials with existing capabilities 

emphasizing simple procedures and affordable reagents. It does not rule out more difficult and costly 

methods including the use of more complicated organic materials like surfactants, e.g. for pillaring and 

delamination. This will be contingent on showing real advantage over the present available materials 

and optimization of methods for less common procedures like swelling and liquid exfoliation.  
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